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1 Introduction

1.1 Scientific background

1.1.1 Direct/indirect bandgap

Light emitting diodes (LED) usually employ direct band-gap III–V semiconduc-
tors (ie. GaAs) coupled on silicon substrate. However, the lattice mismatch, the
difference in thermal expansion between GaAs and Si stimulates Si diffusion into
the upper layer as impurities, which lowers the efficiency of LED devices. To over-
come this problem, several methods like superlattice structure design and buffer
layer injection have been employed. Actually, all these additional industrial arts
increase the cost of manufacture processing. Thus, to avoid the heterogeneity of
materials systems mentioned above, silicon based materials instead of GaAs can
be a good choice. Unfortunately, unlike GaAs, light emission can not be obtained
in bulk crystalline silicon at room temperature due to its extremely low internal
quantum efficiency (IQE), where IQE is defined as the ratio of the number of col-
lected photons to the number of electron-hole pairs excited by incident photons or
an applied electric field. The strong contrast in IQE between GaAs and Si stems
from their different energy band structures. Band structures describe energy of
an electron as a function of its momentum in solids. And band structures rely
on a number of factors like crystal structure, bond–bond dissociation energy and
chemical composition. Thus, direct experimental measurement of band structure
is mainly through angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy and actually it can
be calculated empirically. For instance, based on pseudopotential method [1], the
band structures of Si (a) and GaAs (b) in the first Brillouin zone is presented in
Fig. 1.1, respectively. The valence band structure of Si and GaAs is similar and
in general there is a maximum energy value at the Brillouin zone center(ie. k=0):
in silicon it appears at Γ point in the band Γ25 in Fig. 1.1 (a); small difference in
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Figure 1.1: Energy band structures of Si(a) and GaAs(b) calculated based on
one pseudopotential method [1]. Here we ccan see in Si (a) the top of valence
band in Si is at Γ point while the bottom of conduction band is close to X point.
Thus, optical transitions of electron through band-gap needs the third particle
due to momentum conservation. In GaAs (b) both the top of valence band and
the bottom of conduction band locate at Γ point, where optical transitions are
direct.

GaAs is that Γ25 is degenerated into two sub–bands Γ7 and Γ8 due to the spin-
orbit interaction. The minimum energy value in conduction band of GaAs is at Γ
point in the band Γ6 , and it is defined as direct band gap semiconductor. While
in Si there is a shift of momentum close to X point (not Γ point) for the minimum
value, and it is defined as indirect band gap semiconductor. Optical transitions
in semiconductors follow both energy and momentum conservation. In a direct
semiconductor, radiative electron hole recombination easily occurs. The electron
in the conduction band state drops into the valence band state spontaneously. In
the meanwhile, a photon with energy that equals to the band gap is generated.
However, in an indirect semiconductor, radiative recombination needs the further
process (the assistance of the third particle like phonon) based on momentum con-
servation. Part of the electron momentum that equals to the momentum deviation
of X and Γ point is transferred to the phonon and after that the recombination
occurs. This kind of three body interaction in Si is very inefficient in contrast to
the direct transition in GaAs [2][3] and this is the dominated reason that the IQE
of Si is much lower than that of the latter one.
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1.1.2 Quantum confinement and other luminescence
mechanisms

In order to improve the low IQE in silicon light emission, a lot of significant ef-
forts have been underwent. The tendency of these efforts is construction of low
dimensional silicon structures to increase the overlap of wave function of electron
and hole. The room temperature luminescence in low dimensional silicon system
was firstly detected in porous silicon [4][5] by L. T. Canham in 1990. In this work,
electrochemical etching process is employed to generate cavities in Si wafer in va-
riety of reaction time and visible luminescence spectrum from silicon immersed in
hydrofluoric acid (HF) in 1h, 2h and 6h are displayed in Fig. 1.2. The size of
cavity depends on many parameters. For example, the longer the reaction time
the smaller the scale of the rest low dimensional Si structures. The blue shift can
be observed when the size of porous silicon structures is reduced. Similar results
on luminescence in porous silicon are also reported by other researchers [6, 7]. To
understand this visible luminescence and the blue shift phenomenon, the concept
of quantum confinement (QC) is introduced. The word confinement means that
the electron is confined in a real space whose size is comparable with the free ex-
citon Bohr radius (the distance in an electron-hole pair, 4.3 nm in bulk silicon [8])
in semiconductor. According to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, if a particle
is confined in a box (its position is determined more precisely), its momentum is
determined less precisely. Consideration of the carriers (electron and hole) in Si,
if a carrier is confined in a low dimensional Si structure, its wave–function in the
momentum space is extended. Once the wave–function of electron in conduction
band overlaps with the wave–function of hole in valence band, direct optical tran-
sitions occur. Thus, the luminescence in low dimensional silicon system can be
observed. Quantum, the other word in QC, leads to the energy levels discrete and
widens the band gap of semiconductors [9, 10]. Consequently, the blue shift of
luminescence can be observed when the size of low dimensional nanostructures is
reduced. It should be noted that the intensive contrast in PL intensity presented
in Fig. 1.2 can not be simply explained by QC and this can be the main driving
force for researchers to explore other potential light emission mechanisms. And it
should be noticed that the QC model avoid to involve in specific radiative recom-
bination center for luminescence emission, which attract researchers’ focus on PL
mechamism exploration. As an example, for PS after the QC model, the other
5 proposed models [11] are listed as follows: hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-
Si:H) model, surface hydrides model (SiHx), defect model [12][13], siloxene model
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[14] and surface states model [15].

Except for PS, RT PL can also be observed in other low dimensional silicon struc-
tures like Si/SiO2 superlattices, silicon nanocrystals, silicon quantum wells, wires
and dots. In contrast to PS, these structures perform thermal stability and show
great potentials in applications. For example, controllable Si/SiO2 superlattices,
which enjoy uniform Si structures, perform RT PL according to literature [16].
The wavelength of emitted light can be tuned by Si layer thickness according to
the QC. Actually, it is quite interesting that the PL spectra in Si/SiO2 superlat-
tices can be separated into two categories based on experimental and theoretical
studies: a).there is a PL peak at 1.65 eV and its position is almost independent of
Si layer thickness, but the intensity of this peak increase with decreasing Si layer
thickness [17][18]; b).the shift of PL peak position depends on the thickness of Si
layer [16][19]. The spectra of type b can be explained by QC while the spectra of
type a stems from oxygen defect recombination centers at the Si/SiO2 interface.
Thus, the optical properties of Si/SiO2 superlattice depend not only on the Si layer
thickness, but also on the properties of Si/SiO2 interface. Actually, the fabrica-
tion of Si/SiO2 superlattice usually requires molecular beam epitaxy to accurately
control the size of structures, and it may be not economical.

Another interesting approach to obtain RT PL in Si/SiO2 system is Si nanocrystals
(nc-Si) embedded in SiO2 and its production is economical and practical. In
this material system, photon-generated carriers only exist in Si nanocrystals due
to the large band gap of SRSO/SiO2 (8 eV for SiO2; the band gap of SRSO
depends sensitively on the content of oxygen, but it is still out of range for PL
excited energy) although SiO2 has a direct band gap. However, the radiative
recombination centers of these carriers for light emission are still on the debate.

In general, the origin of light emission can be separated into three types: (a) the
usual QC effect; (b) defects in nanocrystals; (c) the interfacial region between Si
and SiO2. Details in these mechanisms are discussed as follows.

Similar to PS materials, the direct evidence of QC effect is that PL peak energy
depends on the size of nc-Si particle. And it has been investigated by several
researchers theoretically and experimentally. The dependence of PL peak energy
with the diameter of nc-Si particles from some of previous experimental data [20,
21, 22, 23] is plotted in Fig. 1.3. Theoretical studies on this relation have employed
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Figure 1.2: Room temperature photoluminescence(PL) spectrum in porous sil-
icon fabricated by electrochemical etching process in 1h, 2h and 6h. When
reaction time increases, the blue shift of spectra can be observed and the PL
integrated intensity is reduced sharply. This data is reproduced from the results
[4] by L. T. Canham.

the effective mass approximation [24], the third nearest-neighbor tight binding
[9], the pseudopotential method [25] to calculate the emission energy. Here the
PL peak energy that follows a d-1.39 law [9] calculated by from C. Delerue et
al., where d is the diameter of nc-Si particle, is also plotted in Fig. 1.3. Both
experimental and theoretical results show the tendency of blue shift with reducing
diameter. Quantitative agreement between them is still an open question and
further theoretical investigations are needed.

However, the QC effect show difficulties in understanding the difference of PL in-
tensity in some research reports [26][27]. The efficiency of PL yield is very sensitive
to the surface states of nc-Si particle which works as the non-radiative recombina-
tion centers to quench PL. It has been reported that this can be improved by O or
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H passivation. In addition, QC effect can not explain the strong PL [27] from a-Si
cluster generated from SRSO sample and the highly luminescent a-Si is proposed
to have spatial carrier confinement effect [28, 29].

Defect-related PL mechanism has been investigated by several groups [30, 31,
32, 33] and it is still arguable till now. The radiative recombination centers at
the interfacial region between Si and SiO2 [34, 35, 36, 37] is another interesting
approach to understand PL emission. In essence, these two mechanism stem from
the experimental observation on the second PL peak at low energy scale except
for the PL peak at high energy dominated by QC effect. The shape and position
of the second peak keep unchanged and only the intensity depends on external
treatment like annealing or passivation. Although a lot of significant efforts have
been underwent to understand the light emission mechanism, a model explaining
all the luminescent properties in such material system is still lacking because the
luminescence sensitively depends on the structure. This indicates the importance
of finding the correlation between the optical properties and structural properties.

1.1.3 Silicon rich silicon oxide

The main strategy of obtaining nc-Si particle can be separated into two types: a)
the growth of nc-Si from gas phase; b) the formation of nc-Si from an amorphous
matrix [8][2]. Recently nc-Si particles precipitated in silicon rich silicon oxide
(SiOx, 0<x<2), which also performs RT PL, have drawn researchers’ more atten-
tion. In this section, we will give a short review on structures and properties of this
precursor. Silicon rich silicon oxide (SRSO), which is sub-stoichiometric silica, has
supersaturated Si in solid solution. The investigations on the structure and prop-
erties of SRSO have been reviewed by N. Tomozeiu [38]. Early studies on SRSO
structure is based on continuous random network models [39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]
which widely applied to amorphous Si and SiO2, a modified random network model
called Si—(Si4-xOx) tetrahedral configuration [46] is introduced to be correspond-
ing to the chemical composition of SRSO. However, the structure based on this
network model is not thermodynamically stable, and it is proposed to have a
disproportionation of a-Si and SiO2-like clusters [47].

In experiment, TEM investigation and atom probe tomography have provided ev-
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Figure 1.3: The dependence of PL peak energy with the size of nc-Si particle
from several experimental results [20, 21, 22, 23] and theoretical calculations
[9]. The blue shift with reducing size is clear seen. The discrepancy between
experiment and theory is still unsolved.

idence of a-Si clusters in SRSO [48][49]. In a recent study, an advanced nanobeam
electron diffraction called Angstrom-beam electron diffraction [50, 51, 52] with
much finer spatial resolution presents the atomic-scale disproportionation in SRSO
[53]. All these significant efforts have shown that the SRSO can not regarded as a
simple mixture of Si and SiO2, alternatively, there is a interfacial mixture between
them. Actually, it should be noted that structure of amorphous solids is quite
sensitive to preparation methods and it is also related to the history of forma-
tion. Thus, this long standing problem in amorphous solids need to be explored
in future.

Similar to properties of all solids, the optical properties of SRSO are usually charac-
terized by parameters like refractive index, absorption index and band gap, where
we will not undergo much details. The refractive index decreases and the band
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gap increases when the oxygen content in SRSO rises [54]. The dependence of the
band gap with the absorption coefficient in amorphous semiconductor is usually
described by the Tauc formula [55] and the Cody formula [56]. However, the defi-
nition of these two models neglects the reflectivity in amorphous semiconductors.
After that, a well developed model called OJL model [57] has been introduced to
describe the variation of density of state with optical properties in a much closer
way.

Similar to amorphous semiconductors like a-Si or a-Ge, the electrical properties
of SRSO at low temperature can be explained by the variable range hopping
model(VRH) [58, 59]. Thanks to van Hapert and the systematic investigation [60]
on the electronic transport mechanism of SRSO can be found in his PhD thesis. It
is interesting that the current–voltage curves in SRSO show a non-Ohmic behavior
and the electrical properties depend on the oxygen content of SRSO. For example,
the high conductivity accompanies with the low oxygen content. These features
can be explained by the carrier’s path to the dangling bonds [38]. Once one
electron enters into the dangling bonds, it has no contribution to the electrical
current. In addition, the dangling bonds can be also employed to understand
dielectric relaxation in SRSO, and it has been shown that SRSO materials have a
great potential to be anodes for Li-ion batteries [61, 62, 63, 64, 48].

The investigation of the optical and electrical properties of SRSO is shortly re-
viewed below. It is well known that these properties in crystalline solids are mainly
determined by energy band structure. In amorphous solids, band structures can
not be calculated since the loss of periodic lattices. However, they can be de-
scribed by a density of states, which also can be employed to explain these proper-
ties. For instance, in amorphous semiconductors, conduction band is replaced by
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and highest occupied molecular or-
bital(HOMO) equals to valence band. Based on the Mott-Davis model [65], except
for the delocalized/extended states which also exist in crystalline semiconductors,
there are localized states in amorphous semiconductors as shown in Fig. 1.4. Due
to the loss of periodic lattice, the wave function of carrier is not the type of Bloch
wave but extends in the whole wave vector space, which are the delocalized states
(E>Ec and E<Ev). Two type of localized states exist in amorphous semiconduc-
tors. Firstly, in Fig. 1.4 we can see that the edge of conduction/valence band does
not end at Ec. Instead, it performs an exponential decrease to band gap, which
are called as tail states. These tail states stem from deviations of bond length
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Figure 1.4: Mott-Davis model for density of states (DOS) in disordered ma-
terials [65]. Instead of conduction band and valence band in crystalline semi-
conductors, the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and the highest
occupied molecular orbital(HOMO) are introduced to describe the behavior of
carriers in disordered semiconductors. The states can be separated into two
types: the extended/delocalized states and the localized states. The localized
states include the tail states due to the deviation of bond length and bond angle
with that in crystalline lattice and the dangling bond (DB) states due to the
integrity of covalent bond. The edge of tail states decrease exponentially into
the band gap and the DB states locate near the mid gap.

and bond angle in the near neighboring atom coordination. Secondly, defects like
dangling bonds (DB) induced in synthesis process of amorphous materials form
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the localized DB states near the mid band gap. Electrons can be trapped by DB
and the reducing density of DB states can be achieved by passivation of hydrogen
or oxygen.

1.1.4 Light solid interactions

The Si nanocrystals precipitation from SRSO samples can be achieved by several
methods like furnace annealing and laser annealing (LA). In contrast to furnace
annealing, heat flow on samples through LA can be controlled temporally and spa-
tially to form new features. In this section, we will introduce some basic knowledge
of LA (light solid interaction) especially in heating amorphous semiconductors.

The motivation of LA employment is to change properties of disordered semicon-
ductors. The deposition of disordered solids occurs under non-equilibrium con-
dition, which means that atomic configuration does not achieve the equilibrium
position that corresponds to the minimum value of total free energy. These unbal-
anced configurations can be moved to another position by a subsequent thermal
process with proper temperature and time, which drastically changes properties
of solids. The LA with controllable irradiation time may provide a good way to
investigate the kinetics of configurations to solve several controversial problems in
materials science like the process of crystallization and nano-particles growth.

Light solid interactions depend on a number of factors. For solids, optical prop-
erties like absorption, transmission and reflection are siginificant to estimate the
utilization rate of laser light. Except for irradiation time, laser intensity and wave-
length are another two important factors in understanding light solid interactions.
One typical example of the influence of laser intensity and irradiation time is the
Staebler–Wronski effect [66, 67] (SWE) that widely exists in a-Si and the authors
found that an apparent decrease in both photo- and dark-conductivity when a-Si
is irradiated for long time. The reason of this effect is still on debate and a simpli-
fied way to understand it is that metastable defects like dangling bonds (DB) in
a-Si are generated during irradiation and electrical properties can be recovered by
proper annealing process. Similarly, the SWE is also observed in SRSO samples
[68] and the electrical properties can be restored again by subsequent annealing.
In contrast to a-Si, the only difference is that the SWE in SRSO samples has a
slower response to the laser irradiation and it can be explained that DB related
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defects in SRSO is more stable due to higher Si-O bond dissociation energy in
comparison to Si-H or Si-Si one in a-Si. In addition, we can expect that the SWE
can be helpful in understanding the PL quenching phenomenon in laser irradiated
SRSO.

Except for reversible change in SRSO like SWE mentioned above, the other type
of change is irreversible like laser ablation. A recent review [69] describes studies
on the laser induced ablation and damage in SiO2 in theory and experiment, and
several related mechanisms based on different irradiation time are proposed. In
the case of long pulse or continuous wave laser irradiation, the main light solid
interaction mechanism is considered as intrinsic absorption and thermal diffusion
model can be employed to explain the formation of typical crater morphology.
The investigations on laser ablation in SRSO focuses on exploring the shrinkage
of SRSO layer thickness or ablation thickness induced by continuous wave(CW)
[70] or pulsed laser [71] and the threshold laser intensity of ablation-free can be
obtained with extrapolation. In our recent study [72], we measured the surface
profile of CW laser annealed SRSO with both AFM and TEM to explore the reason
of surface modification.

Temperature distribution in samples during laser irradiation can not be simply
evaluated. Actually there are two methods mentioned in literatures to estimate
the local temperature. One method is based on the Stokes and anti—Stokes peak
integrated intensity in Raman spectra, which has been applied to Si samples [73].
The formula is written:

IS
IAS

= exp

(
~ω
kBT

)
(1.1)

where IS and IAS represent the intensity of Stokes and anti-Stokes peak, respec-
tively; ω is the frequency of Raman shift peak; kB is the Boltzmann constant;
T is the temporal average temperature of sample during laser illumination. Eq.
(1.3) has been used to predict the average temperature of nc-Si particles in the
irradiated SRSO samples by L. Khriachtchev [74]. As this measurement is usu-
ally proceed after SRSO samples are irradiated and the accurate way can be the
employment of the same laser intensiy to obtain the Raman spectra. In this case,
it should assume that the second irradiation for Raman measurement induces no
structural change like the growth of nc-Si particles and crystallization of irradiated
SRSO samples. The drawback of this method is that it is only applies to estimate
the temperature in crystalline sample and in case of irradiated SRSO sample the
deposited energy does not load only on the nc-Si but the SRSO/SiO2. Thus, the
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contribution to local temperature from silicon oxide matrix during heating is ne-
glected. The other method to predict the laser thermal effects is through optical
absorption of samples and this idea comes from the formation of dome-shaped sur-
face in fused silica after laser irradiation [75, 76, 77, 78, 79]. Following the work
by T. Shiu et al. [80] and C. Lin et al. [70], the absorbed energy per unit volume
per unit time from a Gaussian laser beam is written:

ġ(r, z) = α(1−R)× 2P
πω2 × exp(

−2r2

ω2 )× exp(−αz) (1.2)

where α, R are the absorption coefficient and the reflectivity of samples; P is the
laser power and 2P

πω2 equals to laser intensity with a unit of W/cm2; ω is the width
that the intensity falls to 1/e2 of axial intensity; r and z are the radial direction
and the depth from the sample surface. Thus, the local temperature T(r,z) can
be written:

T (r, z) = ġ(r, z)τ
ρCp

= α(1−R)
ρCp

× 2P
πω2 × τ × exp(

−2r2

ω2 )× exp(−αz) (1.3)

where τ is the irradiation time; ρ and Cp are the density and the specific heat of
samples respectively. When z equals to zero, which is corresponding to the sample
surface temperature, we have

T (r)surface = α(1−R)
ρCp

× 2P
πω2 × τ × exp(

−2r2

ω2 ) (1.4)

And the surface temperature has a Gaussian distribution in radial direction. How-
ever, the limitation of this method is apparent. The structural change during laser
irradiation alters optical properties of SRSO samples. For instance, the shrinkage
of optical band gap [81] when nc-Si particles are once generated and the optical ab-
sorption will have a strong increase, which can lead to a rise of local temperature.
Thus, this method may be only available to estimate the initial local temperature
during laser irradiation.

1.1.5 Characterization methods overview

Since optical properties, in principle, strongly depend on structure, an approach
to fully understand the microstructure evolution of SRSO before and after anneal-
ing, laser irradiation or other treatments is mandatory. Actually, all the structures
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involved in PL properties can be classified into amorphous and crystalline solids.
The amorphous part confirmed by the TEM related methods until now contains
SRSO, a-Si, SiO2 while the crystalline part only has Si nanocrystals. The struc-
ture of amorphous solids is usually studied by X-ray and neutron diffraction to
obtain the radial distribution function and the pair distribution function can be
derived. The comparison between experiments and calculations provides refine-
ment of atomic models. However, involving in structure of nano-scale amorphous
solids, the X-ray and neutron diffraction is inappropriate due to low scattered
signal and bad spatial resolution in nanovolumes. TEM has performed great ad-
vantages of detecting amorphous solids in nanovolumes because of high scattering
cross section and detailed discussion can be seen in a recent review by D. Cock-
ayne [82]. Although the spatial resolution of TEM can reach the atomic scale, the
long-standing problem in the field of amorphous solids is still the unclear disor-
dered structure. It is interesting that concerning of amorphous semiconductors,
the structural characterization can be extended to spectroscopic methods like Ra-
man and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) which reflect vibration
of molecules and interatomic bonds. In addition, the composition of disordered
semiconductor can be explored by XPS through valence state of atoms.

Method Function Spatial resolution Examples

XPS chemical composition;
bonding environment 20 µm SiO2 (103.4 eV)

Si (99 eV)

Micro-Raman vibration of phonon 1 µm c-Si (521 cm-1)
a-Si (480 cm-1)

FTIR vibration of Si–O bond 5 µm

stretching(1073 cm-1),
rocking(780 cm-1),

bending(450 cm-1) modes
for SiO2

Micro-PL PL peak and intensity 1 µm light emission
mechanism

DFTEM nc-Si immersed
in amorphous background 1 nm size distribution

of particles

HRTEM lattice imaging
of nc-Si 0.24 nm nc-Si embedded

in amorphous matrix

EFTEM chemical mapping
of microstructure 0.24 nm

nc-Si embedded
in amorphous matrix;

a-Si nanocluster

EELS chemical environment of atoms 1 nm Si and SiO2
plasmon peak

EDX chemical composition 1 nm chemical mapping
local composition

Table 1.1: The comparison of different characterization methods in annealed
or irradiated SRSO samples.

Since the silicon processing technology has been developed very well in the last 60
years, the PL yield of low dimensional silicon system stimulate the coupling of sil-
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icon electronics and photonics (Integrated silicon photonics). To fabricate Si light
emitting device on a single silicon-based chip, laser irradiation with beam spot at
micron or submicron scale is required. Therefore, the characterization methods
with spatial resolution of micrometer and nanometer are proper to explore the mi-
crostructure of laser irradiated volume. Table 1.1 lists a variety of characterization
methods and their features. XPS provides the information of chemical composi-
tion and bonding environment. Since the valence state of Si atom in pure Si and
SiO2 is different, the corresponding Si 2p peaks can be used to undergo the com-
ponents analysis. For instance, XPS analysis has been applied in the structural
evolution of thermally annealed SRSO samples [83]. However, XPS is only sensi-
tive to the surface of sample which may limit the application of XPS analysis in
depth of samples. Moreover, the spatial resolution of XPS is about 20 µm shown
in table 1.1 which can not be employed to detect the internal microstructure of
irradiated SRSO samples with small beam spot(10 µm). In other words, in this
case the XPS only provides the average structural information. Similar condition
can be seen in FIIR with a finer spatial resolution of 5 µm. The typical studies
on the decomposition of SRSO and the related phase separation [84] with FTIR
has been reported in literatures. Although FTIR is successfully used in a recent
report concerning macroscopic phase separation [85] in SRSO driven by CW laser
irradiation, the spatial limitation still exists. PL and Raman spectral with much
finer spatial resolution of 1 µm can show well-spatially resolved optical and struc-
tural properties of laser irradiated samples. The most interesting approach can be
the in-situ PL and Raman measurements can be simultaneously performed during
laser irradiation [86].

To characterize the micro-structure of such small irradiated area, TEM can be the
most powerful tool due to its ultra high resolution. Table 1.1 also lists several main
TEM based methods: there are DFTEM, HRTEM and EFTEM for imaging while
the spectroscopic technology includes EELS and EDX. DFTEM with a spatial res-
olution of 1 nm has been employed to image the Si nanocrystals embedded in SiO2

[87][88]. The bright contrast in DFTEM image originate from the electron diffrac-
tion by the atomic plane of nc-Si particles, which couples with incident electron
beam by Bragg condition, and the dark contrast as the background represents the
amorphous silicon oxide matrix. As the DFTEM can be worked at a low magnifi-
cation, it provides mesoscopic scale structural information of samples. In special
case of irradiated sample at the micro scale, we have employed hollow cone dark
field imaging (high contrast imaging compared to DFTEM) to display the internal
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microstructure of irradiated SRSO sample in a macroscopic way [89]. Thus, the
size distribution of particles in the whole sample can be estimated in a statistical
way. However, the drawback of DFTEM is that part of nanoparticles are invisible
due to the strict Bragg condition. Because the angle of incident electron beam is
usually fixed and a portion of particles may not couple with this angle.

HRTEM with atomic level resolution provides more detailed information of one
single nanoparticle and its environment. For a typical field emission gun TEM op-
erated at 200KV, the spatial resolution of HRTEM is about 0.19 nm as presented
in Table 1.1. Whereas in experiment HRTEM has been confirmed to show diffi-
culties in distinguishing very tiny nc—Si particles (less than 1.2 nm) from silicon
oxide matrix [90][88]. This invisible effect may stem from the thickness of sample
and the mismatch of these particles with the Bragg condition. The simulation on
imaging of random oriented nanoparticles [91] has indicated that the Bragg rule
for HRTEM can be relaxed if the thickness of sample is very thin and this increases
the possibility of detecting these tiny particles.

EFTEM is one imaging method based on EELS (mentioned in the next paragraph).
In contrast to HRTEM, EFTEM can provide a chemical mapping with the same
spatial resolution of HRTEM. Thus, with this method, it is possible to distinguish
the tiny nc-Si particles or the potentially existing a-Si cluster from amorphous
matrix. A good example of EFTEM application can be found in F. Iacona et al.’s
study on structural evolution of annealed SRSO sample with temperature [92].
The energy window of Si (centered at about 17eV) plasmon peak at low energy
loss region (0-50 eV) are selected to do the chemical mapping of Si and they
give the conclusion that there are three regimes involved in the decomposition of
SRSO when the temperature increases from 900 to 1100 ℃: a).the starting of phase
separation; b).the existence of a-Si cluster; c).the crystallization of a-Si cluster.

The spectroscopic methods like EELS and EDX usually require the electron beam
to work in STEM mode. Thus, the spatial resolution of these methods is mainly
determined by the probe size of electron beam. In principle, the size of electron
beam can be focused to a minimum of 1.22λ following the Abbe diffraction limit
where λ is the wavelength of electron (For 200kV, λ=2.51pm). Actually, the probe
size is much larger than the 1.22λ due to different factors like spherical aberration
and aperture size. Moreover, the reducing probe size often accompanies with high
scattering angle which can induce the convolution of the collected data. Thus,
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the probe size and scattering angle should reach a compromise and the size of
quasi-parallel incident electron beam in the best condition is about 1nm. Both
EDX and EELS can provide the chemical mapping, local composition analysis and
TEM sample thickness measurement.

1.2 The main development in micro-structure
investigation

The fabrcation of nc-Si particle from SRSO samples has been achieved by sev-
eral methods like thermal annealing [93, 94, 95], ion bombardment [96] and laser
irradiation. In principle, these treatments can be considered as energy deposi-
tion processes on samples. It has been mentioned that PL mechanism especially
light emission center in treated SRSO samples is still an open question. Thus,
the exploration of related microstructures should be another valuable approach
to properties. In this section, we will introduce the main development in micro-
structural study of thermally annealed and laser irradiated SRSO samples.

1.2.1 Thermally annealed SRSO

Microstructural study of thermally annealed SRSO samples, in general, can be
divided into two types: in variation of annealing temperature and time evolution.

Early work on micro-structure of SRSO samples in variation of temperature was
based on FTIR technique, because it is a direct and fast way of characterization.
At the begining, some basic knowledge in FTIR will be introduced as follows.
Theoretical and experimental studies in FTIR spectrum of SRSO or SiO2 [97, 98,
99] have indicated that three vibrational modes exist for motion of O atoms, and
they are Si–O rocking, bending and stretching modes. It should be noted that
IR absorption peak position and the shape of the peak strongly depend on the
mixing of Si and O atoms. Regularly the Si–O stretching mode with intensive
signal is employed to discuss the structure of SRSO in the literatures, because
O atom is usually coupled by two Si atoms and motion of O atom reflects two
Si–O vibrations (ie. Si–O–Si bridge) [38]. For thermally grown SiO2, it has been
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evidenced [100, 101, 102] that the peak position of Si–O stretching mode is near
1073 cm-1. The shift of this peak position in SiOx towards 1073 cm-1 when x
value increases has been reported by several researchers [38, 103]. One of the
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Figure 1.5: The IR peak position of Si-O stretching modes in SiO2 samples with
different oxygen content in variations of annealing temperatures. The annealing
time at each given temperatures is fixed as 6 mins. It is clearly seen that the
shift of peak position towards that in SiO2(1073 cm-1) when the temperature
increases. At higher annealing temperature (ie. 850 ℃ for SiO1.3 sample), a
single SiO2 phase may be formed. These data points are reproduced from the
results [84] from B. J. Hinds and co-workers.

most meaningful results concerning of temperature evolution is the variation of
Si–O stretching mode in the stepwise annealing process [84] as presented in Fig.
1.5. The resident time at each given temperature is 6 mins. It can be seen that
all samples with different oxygen content (x value) enjoy the tendency that the
peak position of Si–O stretching motion shifts towards 1073 cm-1 when annealing
temperatures increases. Similar tendency can be seen when the oxygen content of
pristine SRSO samples increases mentioned above. However, the average oxygen
content in samples is unchanged during thermal process. Thus, it implies that the
oxygen rich region is formed in SRSO during annealing process. In addition, at
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high temperature like 850 ℃ for SiO1.3 sample, the peak position is as same as
that in SiO2, which may indicate that a single SiO2 phase is precipitated from
SRSO with higher deposition energy. And the existence of Si nanocrystals in this
sample has been confirmed by HRTEM investigations. Considering this, the phase
separation in SiOx can be written:

SiOx →
x

2SiO2 + (1− x

2 )Si (1.5)

Eq. (1.5) descrbes that SRSO is decomposed into two thermodynamicaly stable
phases Si and SiO2. Actually, Eq. (1.5) can be written in a general way like:

SiOx →
x

x+ y
SiOx+y + (1− x

x+ y
)Si (1.6)

Eq. (1.6) implies that there are some intermediate states like oxygen-rich silicon
suboxide in SRSO decomposition.

To relect the kinetics in Eq. (1.5) and Eq. (1.6), the investigation on micro-
structural evolution with time is mandatory. Concerning of this, reaction extent
that descrbes the stage of SRSO decomposition reaction is introduced [84]. It
should be noted that oxygen content in SRSO is a linear function of stretching
peak position [104][99], therefore, reaction extent α can be written as a function
of vibrational frequency [84]:

α = (νm − νi) / (νf − νi) (1.7)

where νm is the frequency of Si—O stretching modes in annealed sample; νi is the
frequency of Si—O stretching modes in pristine SRSO samples, which represents
the initial stage in decompostion reaction; νf is the frequency of Si—O stretching
modes in SiO2 samples, which implies the final state in reaction. Thus, α equals
to 0 for pristine SRSO samples and equals to 1 for SiO2. The results reflects the
extent in time evolution [84] provided by B. J. Hinds is presented in Fig. 1.6. It is
interesting that in the extent increases very fast in the initial five seconds (rapid
thermal annealing) and after that has a slow rise until it tends to be a constant
in prolonged annealing time. As Si nanocrystals can not be observed after lower
temperature annealing process (Tannealing≤ 800 ℃), however, they are visible after
higher temperature annealing process ((Tannealing≥ 900 ℃)), the authors regarded
that initially SRSO is decomposed into a-Si and SiO2 in a short time and after that
the SiO2 wrapping a-Si as shell is the diffusion barrier to protect the nucleation of
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Figure 1.6: The variations of reaction extent of as SiO0.93 sample at different
annealing temperatures with time evolution. The growth rate of extent is very
rapid in initial short thermal process (5–10s) clearly presented at inset and after
that this rate is reduced. These data points are reproduced from the results [84]
from B. J. Hinds and co-workers.

a-Si and the growth of SiO2 volume. Samples annealed at higher T (Tannealing≥ 900
℃) with the formation of nc-Si particles implies that this barrier can be overcome
by higher diffusion length of atoms. In relation to this kinetics process, further
studies based on 1D and 3D Avrami-Erofe′ev model [105, 106, 107] have been
approached [84]. The point of view in this work is that the initial formation of a-
Si can be regarded as phase growth at the 1D dimensionality while the nucleation
of a-Si to Si nanocrystal and further growth of nc-Si particles may be considered
as the 3D phase growth.

Except for FTIR, other spectroscopic methods like Raman and XPS are also usu-
ally employed to detect the decomposition process of SRSO. Raman spectra char-
acterizes the vibrational properties of phonons in materials and the position, in-
tensity width, shape of Raman shift peak represented a-Si, c-Si and nc-Si can be
obtained to know structural information. XPS can provide O 1s peak and Si 2p
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peak, and the energy of Si 2p peak is 103.3 ev for SiO2 and 99.7 ev for Si re-
spectively [108]. With these peaks, the chemical composition of sampled can be
known.

Although all the spectroscopic methods mentioned above provide a lot of useful
structural information about the decomposition of SRSO, the limitation of them
is spatial resolution which has been mentioned in section 1.1.5. For example, even
the advanced setup laser-assisted Raman microscope still has a spatial resolution
of 1 µm, which can not give the microstructural properties at nanoscale. In other
words, these methods provide the average structural information [109] which do
not strongly reflect the phase separation like the formation of Si nanocluster and
further growth.

To characterize the microscopic phase separation in SRSO, several techniques
based on TEM with the very high spatial resolution (subnanometer to nanome-
ter) like EELS, EFTEM, EDX, hollow-cone dark field TEM imaging (HCDF) and
HRTEM are introduced, which also have been discussed in section 1.1.5. One
typical EFTEM investigation on structural evolution of luminescent Si nanoclus-
ters in thermally annealed SRSO samples has been reported by F. Iacona and
co-workers [92]. In this study, the evidence of a-Si nanoclusters formed at lower
annealing temperature and the formation of nc-Si particles at higher one have
been clearly provided. In addition, the related particle growth kinetics is also
discussed. However, The kinetics of particle growth in SRSO is still controversial
due to the missing of in-situ direct observation. Early work have indicated that
atomic self-diffusion process dominates growth procedure and the diffusion of Si
atoms is towards the nucleation sites [110]. And in some subsequent study, the size
of particles in experiment is larger than the expected one based on self-diffusion
procedure [92][88]. Therefore, Ostwald ripening effect [111][112] is considered to
assist particle growth.

1.2.2 Laser annealed SRSO

Laser annealing is another interesting method to induce phase separation in SRSO
samples. In contrast to thermal annealing, laser annealing has several unique ad-
vantages. Firstly, thermal load on samples can be controlled temporally and spa-
tially to form new structures. For instance, the applications in recrystallization of
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a-Si and the surface amorphization of Si have simplified the silicon-based semicon-
ductor technology. In particular, if the substrate is insulator with weak thermal
conductivity, normal thermal treatment for samples usually requires longer pe-
riods, however, laser annealing is less-time consuming and it can only heat the
surface or top thin films not substrate with accurate adjustment. Another ad-
vantage is that this localized thermal treatment will not damage nearby materials
that couples well with Si integrated circuit technology. Last but not least, sur-
face layers’ dimension or scale can be modified and Si nanocluster generation from
SRSO is a typical example of reducing scale.

Laser annealing of SRSO has employed pulsed excimer lasers [113, 114, 115, 71],
ultrashort pulse lasers [116] and continuous wave lasers [74][85]. It should be noted
that high local temperature is required to induce phase separation of SRSO into
Si and SiO2. Concerning of this, pulsed laser irradiation can give rise to strong
thermal effects in samples. For example, Si surface melting by pulsed laser an-
nealing and its related mechanism have been studied by M. O. Thompson et al.
[117]. Another example is laser ablation of SRSO [71]. To aviod laser induced
damage that can quench the PL yield, continuous waver laser annealing with in-
termediate thermal effect, which has ability of inducing phase separation in SRSO
samples, is also usually employed by researchers. No matter the employment of
pulsed laser or CW laser, in some literatures it has been indicated that the forma-
tion of nc-Si particles in SRSO requires at least 20 ms by laser annealing and this
time scale is insufficient to the occurrence of self-diffusion process that dominates
the nc-Si particle formation in thermally annealed SRSO samples. Therefore, the
microstructural study of laser annealed SRSO samples with time evolution can
reflect the related kinetics. For instance, one interesting work [118] is the evolu-
tion of nanocrystalline fraction extracted from Raman results with annealing time
as presented in Fig. 1.7. As two Raman shift peaks in laser annealed samples
are observed: the sharp one represented the nc-Si at 521 cm-1 and the broad one
indicated the formation of a-Si at 480 cm-1, the fraction can be estimated based on
integrated intensity of these two peaks. The average size of nc-Si (R) is evaluated
through the position and width of nc-Si Raman shift peak [119], which stems from
phonon confinement model [120]. All these curves in Fig. 1.7 indicate that R keeps
unchanged when annealing time increases. This can be considered that the forma-
tion of nc-Si particles only consumes the a-Si components in SRSO [119] and once
nc-Si is formed, the particle growth is not very apparent with prolonged time. The
possible reason is that local temperature through absorption of laser beam is not
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Figure 1.7: Time evolution of the nano-crystalline fraction in SRSO with dif-
ferent oxygen content by CW laser irradiation. The unchanged average size
R with increasing illumination time implies that the formation of nc-Si parti-
cles accompanies with the consumption of a-Si and there is no apparent growth
once nanocrystals is formed with prolonged irradiation. These data points are
reproduced from the results [118] from M. C. Rossi and co-workers.

high enough to assist the diffusion of Si to overcome the barrier (SiO2 shell or rich
oxygen region in SRSO). This can also be evidenced by the comparison between
A and C curves. The higher laser power generates the larger nc-Si particles for
the same pristine SRSO samples. In addition, the comparison between A and B
curve indicates that the R also depends on the oxygen content of sample.

On the other hand, it has been mentioned above that CW laser irradiation with
intermediate thermal effect have a great potential to induce the completed Si and
SiO2 phase separation in SRSO samples [121][74]. And the free—standing SRSO
films or Si/SiO2 superlattices are usually needed to avoid the thermal flow into
the substrate [122].
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Figure 1.8: (a) Optical microscope image and (b)Raman map of irradiated spot
in SRSO by CW laser irradiation [85]. Three visible inhomogeneous regions (the
center (A), the ring (B) and the outer of the ring (C)) can be observed. A strong
signal of c-Si from region B indicates the occurrence of crystallization in SRSO.

Recently, L. Khriachtchev et al. employed CW laser irradiation to induce a macro-
scopic Si–SiO2 phase separation [85] in free standing SRSO films. The authors
used several methods, which include micro-PL, micro-Raman spectra, EELS and
EFTEM with fine spatial resolution, to analyze optical and structural properties
of annealed samples. Fig. 1.8(a) presents the optical image of annealed area and it
is clearly observed that the variation in optical properties can divide the samples
into three inhomogeneous regions: the center (A), the ring (B) and the outer of
the ring (C). Accordingly, the Raman map with filtered band from 510 to 540 cm-1

(crystalline Si) is presented in Fig. 1.8(b). The B region shows strong Raman sig-
nal that means the Si crystallization occurs. To characterize the properties with
fine spatial resolution, the authors measured micro—PL, micro—Raman spectra,
transmission and the results are depicted in Fig. 1.9. The micro—Raman cross
section corresponding to the Raman map in Fig. 1.8(a).It is interesting that the
PL intensity in the region A and B is very weak but strong in region C. This can
be understood through EELS and EFTEM studies [85]. The weak PL in region A
is due to the formation of pure SiO2 and the weak PL in region B is considered as
the degradation of QC effect because the average diameter of nc-Si is too large (100
nm). The mean size of nc-Si in region C is about 23 nm, which is regarded to be
responsible to the appearance of PL. The transmission in region C is similar to the
annealed SRSO sample at 1100 ℃[123] while the low transmission in region B may
be due to the absorption of nc-Si particles and Rayleigh scattering. In addition,
the macroscopic Si–SiO2 phase separation was explained as the thermodiffusion of
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Figure 1.9: (Raman, PL and transmission of the laser-annealed area. The
Raman signal is consisted with that in Fig. 1.8(b). The PL intensity in region
A and B is quite weak while a intensive PL can be observed in region C where
is not the irradiated spot area but the irradiation affected area. In contrast to
region A and C, the transmission in region B is quite low due to the absorption
and scattering of large nc-Si particles. These data points are reproduced from
the results [85] from L. Khriachtchev et al..

Si clusters driven by temperature gradient [124, 125] by authors.

1.3 The contribution of our work in
micro-structure investigation

In this thesis, we mainly employed CW laser irradiation with a beam spot of ap-
proximately 6 micrometers to heat fused silica bounded SRSO samples. The op-
tical properties of samples are characterized by a PL microscope, which provides
the intensity distribution of luminescence. The profile of samples’ surface and the
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related roughness are measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Preliminary
microstructural analysis in samples is performed by micro-Raman method. TEM,
the most powerful tool in microstructural investigation with ultra high spatial reso-
lution, and its derivative methods like HCDF, HRTEM, EELS, EFTEM, EDX and
tomography are used to give the systematic structural investigation of CW laser
irradiated SRSO samples. In this section, I will introduce the main contributions
in this thesis and state their significance.

1.3.1 Damage-free laser irradiation and spatially controlled
microstructure

It has been mentioned that substrate bound SRSO samples are difficult to achieve
high local temperature to induce phase separation by laser irradiation due to heat
flow into the substrate. And this is the reason that free-standing SRSO samples
are preferred. The chapter 2 states that the formation of nc-Si particles is practical
in fused silica bounded samples. The accurate control of laser intensity lead to
optically smooth surface without any deterioration.

The combination of spatially resolved PL intensity and miro-Raman results ini-
tially indicates that amorphous silicon formed in SRSO at the edge of laser heated
area is responsible for the strong PL while the PL in the centered area is not
expected to be strong where nc-Si particles are formed. The spatially resolved
microstructure in laser irradiated or affected area is firstly shown by HCDF tech-
niques.

The sense of this work is that proper parameters in CW laser annealing can give
rise to the generation of Si-nanocrystals even in substrate bound films and without
influencing the optically smooth surface. And parameter optimization is quite
useful for fabricating devices like Si based lasers.

1.3.2 The formation of porous region

The work in chapter 2 has preliminarily reported that high laser intensity leads to
the formation of porous region at the top surface of samples, which may quench the
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PL yield. EDX mapping and TEM tomography in chapter 3 evidence that these
structures have porous character and are chemically close to SiO2. The systematic
investigation of these porous silicon oxide is discussed in chapter 4. Based on
several evidences from TEM related characterization for these structures, a model
that describe the porous formation is proposed. Quantitative EDX study for
porous is also discussed in chapter 4 and the potential kinetics has been suggested.

This investigation is expected to enrich the understanding of structural evolution
in CW laser irradiated SRSO samples as this kind of porous silicon oxide is rarely
reported in literature. It is interesting that the porous region is chemically close
to SiO2, which may provide a novel way of phase transitions in SRSO to a stable
state except for the decomposition into Si and SiO2. In addition, it is known that
usually the fabrication of porous silicon oxide is through chemical etching methods
and laser irradiation with accurate microstructure control is expected to produce
homogeneous features.

1.3.3 The nanoscopic phase separation

Since the Si-SiO2 macroscopic phase separation reported in CW laser irradiated
free-standing SRSO samples can not be evidenced by our materials system, we
focus on the nanoscopic phase separation(ie. the formation of nc-Si and SiO2

shell). Such a shell is difficult to be directly observed due to several reasons like
quite small difference with amorphous matrix (ie. SRSO). In this work shown in
chapter 5, we mainly employ EDX and EELS for local composition analysis of nc-
Si region. Our results mainly indicate that Si-SiO2 nanoscopic phase separation
occurs in our materials system after CW laser irradiation.

This work opens one window that EDX analysis with simulation can be a new
way to characterize the phase separation in irradiated SRSO samples. And it is
expected that much finer structure models will be proposed to give more compre-
hensive knowledge in related kinetics process in future.
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Silicon nanocrystals have been generated by laser induced phase separation in
SiOx films. A continuous wave laser emitting at 405 nm is focused to a 6 µm
diameter spot on 530 nm thick SiOx films deposited on fused silica substrates.
Irradiation of lines is accomplished by focus scanning. The samples are investigated
by AFM, TEM, Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence measurements. At a
laser power of 35 mW corresponding to an irradiance of about 1.2×105W/cm2 the
formation of Si-nanocrystals in the film without any deterioration of the surface is
observed. At higher laser power the central irradiated region is oxidized to SiO2

and exhibits some porous character, while the surface remains optically smooth,
and nanocrystals are observed beside and beneath this oxidized region. Amorphous
Si-nanoclusters are formed at lower laser power and around the lines written at
high power.
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2.1 Introduction

Silicon nanocrystals are of interest as integrated light emitters in silicon based
photonics [126][127]. They are mainly fabricated by high temperature annealing
of substoichiometric SiOx, also known as silicon-rich silicon oxide, leading to a
phase separation into Si and SiO2 [128]. The initial SiOx films can be prepared
by a number of thin film deposition technologies including thermal evaporation, e-
beam evaporation [128], chemical vapor deposition [87], and pulsed laser deposition
[129]. Another technique, leading to SiOx films with slightly different properties,
is the implantation of Si ions into SiO2 films or silica glass [130]. At annealing
temperatures below 900 ℃mainly amorphous Si clusters are formed, at higher
temperatures nanocrystals with diameters up to 10 nm are observed [131]. For the
fabrication of size controlled nanocrystals a superlattice approach starting with a
stack of alternating layers of SiOx and SiO2 has been developed [132]. Strong
visible to infrared photoluminescence of clusters and nanocrystals is attributed to
quantum confinement and defect states at the boundary between nanocrystal and
surrounding matrix [133][134][32].

Laser annealing instead of furnace annealing offers the possibility to generate
nanocrystals locally controlled. Furthermore the thermal load of the substrate
can be reduced enabling processes that do not allow high temperatures. Laser
annealing has been performed using pulsed excimer lasers [86][113][71][114], ultra-
short pulse lasers [115] and CW lasers in the visible [116] and IR [135] spectral
region. After laser annealing in inert gas luminescent clusters and nanocrystals
have been found, after annealing in air complete oxidation of the material to SiO2

is observed [136]. The main problem of the laser annealing process is the collat-
eral damage of the films ruling out this process for device fabrication up to now
[113][137].

To obtain the high temperatures required for substantial nanocrystal formation,
laser annealing at 488 nm has been performed on free standing multilayer films
[68][85]. In this case the heat dissipation to the substrate can be avoided and
temperatures up to 1600 ℃can be reached leading to the formation of nanocrystals
and amorphous silica material. In addition to this microscopic phase separation a
macroscopic phase separation is assumed: Si-nanoclusters formed in the center of
the laser beam move to outer regions by thermodiffusion due to the laser generated
temperature gradient [138][139]. In this paper we show that appropriate laser
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parameters can lead to the formation of Si-nanocrystals even in substrate bound
films and without influencing the optically smooth surface. Such conditions are
necessary for fabricating devices like wave guides for photonic applications.

2.2 Experimental

For the experiments shown here, the SiOx films are deposited on 2 mm thick fused
silica substrates by ion beam sputtering (IBS), conducted by a commercial coating
supplier (Laseroptik, Garbsen, Germany). The process uses silicon as a sputter
target while the stoichiometry of the films is tuned via a small supply of oxygen
process gas. The SiOx films used in the present experiments exhibit a stoichiom-
etry factor x≈1, as can be deduced from transmission and reflection spectroscopy
measurement. The films with a thickness of 530 nm show a transmission of 15% at
405 nm wavelength, corresponding to an absorption coefficient α=3.4 x 104 cm-1.
The index of refraction is n = 1.85 at 633 nm.

For locally resolved annealing, a diode laser with continuous wave emission at
405 nm (Coherent Cube) is focused by a 10x/NA 0.25 microscope objective lens
onto the SiOx layer. The laser has a close to Gaussian beam profile with a beam
parameter product M2π/λ ≈ 1.2. The full 1/e2-width of the focus formed by
the microscope objective is evaluated to 6 µm. A typical laser power of 40 mW
yields an average irradiance within the focal spot of 1.4×105 W/cm2 and a central
peak power of 2.8×105 W/cm2. The SiOx samples are enclosed in a small housing
that is purged with a steady flow of nitrogen in order to prevent oxidation during
annealing. Irradiation is then accomplished through a 1 mm thick fused silica
window. The sample position is controlled by high precision positioning stages
and the irradiation of lines is accomplished by moving the samples at a specified
velocity. The correct focus distance is monitored by a confocal position control
using the microscope objective as the front lens.

Luminescence is investigated at room temperature using a custom built epi-luminescence
setup including laser excitation at 405 nm wavelength, a 40x microscope objective
with numerical aperture 0.6, a scientific CCD camera and long-pass as well as
band-pass emission filters. The surface area of the laser annealed lines are char-
acterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM, Park XE150) and scanning electron
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microscopy (SEM, Zeiss Evo100). Raman spectra are recorded with a confocal
Raman microscope (LabRAM HR 800 UV, Horiba Jobin-Yvon) with excitation at
488 nm. The employed 100x/NA 0.9 microscope objective provides a resolution
spot diameter of approximately 1 µm.

Focused ion beam (FIB, FEI Nova NanoLab 600) is employed to prepare cross-
sectional TEM samples centered on the irradiated lines and oriented perpendicular
to them. Prior to FIB preparation of TEM lamella, a thin Au layer ( 5 nm) is
evaporated on the samples to avoid charging in FIB environment during SEM
inspection. Electron transparent lamellas were prepared using a Ga ion beam
focused to about 7 nm and a final thinning at beam voltage of 5kV. TEM analyses
have been performed using a Philips CM200 FEG-UT operated at 200kV.

2.3 Results

Annealing of the SiOx film at an irradiance above 0.35×105W/cm2 W/cm2 (laser
power 10 mW) causes a change in refractive index that can be observed by optical
microscopy, e.g. using differential interference contrast as shown in Fig. 2.1(a).
The depicted lines with varying laser power have a length of 500 µm and are
written from right to left at constant velocity 300 µm/s, corresponding to an ir-
radiation time of 20 ms. With increasing laser power, the lines get wider and
gain visibility. However, only at an irradiance above 1.4×105 W/cm2 (laser power
40 mW), the annealing lines show an increased roughness and can be observed
by dark field imaging (Figure 2.1(b)). Fig. 2.2 depicts photoluminescence (PL)
measurements recorded from annealing lines that are irradiated with laser pow-
ers ranging from 30 mW (1.0×105 W/cm2) to 50 mW (1.75×105 W/cm2). In
all cases, the maximum luminescence intensity can be observed at the edge of
the lines with a local minimum of moderate intensity in the center. While the
maximum intensity is approximately constant, the width of the luminescent area,
and especially the width of the central region with moderate intensity increases
with laser power. Lines that are annealed using irradiances of 0.7×105 W/cm2 (20
mW) and 0.9×105W/cm2 (25 mW) reveal strong luminescence, too, but no central
minimum. It should be noted, that fluctuations in luminescence intensity along
the direction of the lines are caused by fluctuations in the excitation beam. The
luminescence of the laser annealed lines covers a wide spectral range with emission
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Figure 2.1: Optical microscopy images from laser annealed lines in SiOx written
with varying laser power as indicated. (a) Differential interference contrast; (b)
dark field imaging.

from 500 to 1000 nm and emphasis in the red spectral region. In the central part
of the lines with initially moderate intensity strong bleaching within a time scale
of a few seconds can be observed. Minor luminescence can also be recorded from
the untreated SiOx film, predominantly in the green-red spectral region. Raman
measurements that are recorded from the center of the laser annealed lines are
presented in Fig. 2.3. For the lines annealed at 35 mW (1.2×105W/cm2) and
above, the luminescence background is strongly reduced and the emergence of a
distinct peak at Raman shift 521 cm-1 indicates the presence of crystalline silicon
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Figure 2.2: Photoluminescence images recorded from laser annealed lines in
SiOx written with varying laser power as indicated.

(c-Si). For the lines irradiated with laser powers in the range 30-35 mW (1.0-
1.2×105W/cm2), the emergence of bands at 150 cm-1 and 480 cm-1 indicate the
formation of amorphous silicon (a-Si) [140]. Raman spectra recorded from a single
line (1.4×105W/cm2) but with increasing distance dc to the line center are de-
picted in Fig. 2.4. In the center and at a distance of 1 µm the peak corresponding
to crystalline silicon at 521 cm-1 dominates but shows a slight shoulder towards
smaller Raman shift. Together with the band at 150 cm-1, this shoulder might
indicate some residual amorphous silicon. With increasing distance (dc = 2-3 µm)
from the line center, the bands corresponding to amorphous silicon at 150 cm-1

and 480 cm-1 become stronger. For a distance dc = 4 µm and above, the Raman
spectra closely resemble those of the untreated SiOx film. A similar behavior can
be found for annealing lines written at different laser power, where the increasing
line width with increasing power can also be observed in the Raman spectra.
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Figure 2.3: Raman spectra of laser annealed lines in SiOx irradiated with vary-
ing laser power. All spectra are recorded from the center of the annealing lines.
The black line represents the Raman spectrum of the untreated SiOx film.

To characterize roughness and topography of the laser annealed lines, SEM and
AFM images are recorded from the surface area. Employing SEM on the lines
written at 1.4×105W/cm2 and below shows that an identification of the line area
is not feasible and indicates that the surface structure remains completely un-
changed. AFM analysis, however, reveals that the material is slightly swelling
during irradiation, with, for example, a height of 30 nm for the 1.2×105W/cm2

line and a height of 40 nm for the 1.4×105W/cm2 line (Fig. 2.5). The width
of the bulge corresponds to the width of the luminescent area (cf. Fig. 2.2). In
the topography of the stronger lines, a slight central dip can be observed. For
the lines written at an irradiance of 1.4×105W/cm2 and below, an evaluation of
the AFM measurements yields a surface roughness of Rq ≈ 1 nm. This value
also holds for the untreated SiOx film, thus revealing that surface roughness is
not increased by the annealing process. TEM inspection of cross-section samples
revealed a typical microstructure of the laser irradiated regions. For irradiances at
1.2×105W/cm2 and above a damaged layer is found in the center of the irradiated
lines followed by a region containing silicon nanocrystals (nc-Si). Typical coni-
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Figure 2.4: Raman spectra recorded at increasing distance dc to the center of
a laser annealed line in SiOx that has been irradiated with 1.4×105W/cm2 (40
mW).

Figure 2.5: Surface topography of laser annealed lines (AFM measurement) in
3D representation (top) and line profile plot (bottom). During annealing, an
irradiance of 1.2×105W/cm2 (35 mW) (a) and 1.4×105W/cm2 (40 mW) (b) has
been used.
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cal dark-field images from the sample irradiated at 1.2×105W/cm2 are displayed
in Fig. 2.6(a) which is a low-magnification overview showing the main features.
Enlarged details shown in Fig. 2.6(b)-(d) provide evidence that a damaged layer
forms just below the surface at this laser power (see double arrow in Fig. 2.6(b))
which contains small cavities as indicated by the dark circular contrast marked by
the arrow. The porous nature of this damaged layer is unambiguously revealed by
high-angle annular dark-field imaging and even more convincing from energy dis-
persive x-ray spectrometry (EDX) not shown here. Fig. 2.6(c) and (d) have been

Figure 2.6: Conical dark-field images of a cross-section obtained from the sam-
ple irradiated at 1.2×105W/cm2 (35 mW). (a) is a low-magnification overview,
composed from a series of images with a shifted field of view, that allows distin-
guishing regions, i.e. from bottom to top: SiO2 substrate, SiOx without nc-Si,
SiOx containing nc-Si (between the dashed lines) and a damaged region in the
center indicated by the upper dashed line. White squares with letters indicate
regions shown in more detail in (b)-(d): the central part (b) shows damaged
layer (double arrow) and a cavity (arrow). The central region contains larger
nc-Si particles (c) compared to the regions at the border (the latter is indicated
by the line in (d)).

obtained from the top and bottom part if the nc-Si containing region, respectively.
The conical dark-field images show small nanocrystals as bright spots of various
sizes. It is easy to see that nanocrystals in the center region tend to be larger
compared to those at the border to SiOx regions (see also Fig. 2.8). It should
be noted that no nc-Si particles as well as no damaged surface region have been
observed in cross-section TEM samples after laser irradiation at 1.0×105W/cm2
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and 0.9×105W/cm2.

Fig. 2.7 is a high-resolution TEM image showing crystalline particles (dashed
circles) in an amorphous matrix. The particles give rise to bright contrasts in the
conical dark-field images and allow identifying their crystal structure as that of
diamond-cubic (dc) silicon. The latter is documented by the diffractogram shown
as an inset and its indexing according to dc silicon.

Comparison of Fig. 2.6(c) and (d) already indicated that larger nc-Si particles
form in the center of the irradiated lines compared to those formed close to the
border of nc-Si containing region. Figure 2.8 shows this in a more quantitative
way by comparing size distributions obtained in the center (filled bars) and at
the edges (open bars). It is clearly seen that the distribution representing the
central region contains substantially more particles with sizes above a diameter
of 8 nm. Finally, let us focus on the main properties of the damaged layer
forming in the center of irradiated lines for laser powers above 1.2×105W/cm2.
As mentioned above, these layers are porous amorphous material with according
to EDX a composition close to SiO2 indicating oxidation to take place during laser
treatment. Fig. 2.9 compares the porous layer for different laser powers showing a
strong decrease of the layer thickness with decreasing power; we note here that no
damage was observed in samples irradiated at 1.0×105W/cm2 and 0.9×105W/cm2

indicating that a threshold for porous layer formation can be found between 1.0
and 1.2×105W/cm2. Fig. 2.9 also shows a substantially reduced density of nc-Si
particles in the porous layer compared to the undamaged but decomposed regions.

2.4 Discussion

From the corresponding Raman spectrum with a broad band around 450 cm-1, it
can be concluded that elemental silicon is already present in the as-prepared and
untreated SiOx film. Similar spectra can be observed from most silicon-rich silicon
oxide films that are prepared by different thin film deposition technologies. The
source and mechanism of the slight PL from these films in the green-red spectral
region is still subject to debate but generally attributed to oxygen related defects
[138][141][142]. When irradiating the SiOx film by the focused laser beam, local
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Figure 2.7: High-resolution TEM image showing crystalline particles (dashed
circles) embedded in an amorphous matrix obtained for laser irradiation at
1.4×105W/cm2 (40 mW). The inset shows a diffractogram of the image with
spots indexed according to diamond-cubic silicon. Lattice fringe spacings do
not significantly differ from values expected for bulk silicon.

annealing starts at an irradiance of 0.5×105W/cm2. The beginning phase sepa-
ration can be observed by a change of refractive index and a strongly increased,
red-shifted luminescence. However, no significant change in the Raman signal
can be observed below an irradiance of 0.9×105W/cm2. A comparable behavior
is found in the literature for furnace annealing of SiOx when heated to a tem-
perature of 400-600 ℃. In this case, the structural changes are identified as the
formation of oxide isolated Si rings where the bond rearrangement is accompa-
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Figure 2.8: Size distribution functions of nc-Si in amorphous silicon oxide after
laser irradiation at 1.4×105W/cm2 (40 mW) obtained from the center (filled
bars) and edge (open bars) of the nc-Si particle containing regions. It should
be noted that a pronounced shift to higher diameters for the central region is
observed.

nied by an increase of defects [131]. In our experiments, the AFM measurements
reveal, that this process is also accompanied by a slight swelling of the film ma-
terial. The formation of amorphous silicon clusters, which is usually obtained in
furnace annealing processes at temperatures above 600 ℃, is observed from the
Raman spectra of lines irradiated above 1.0×105W/cm2. Crystallization, usually
observed above 900 ℃, starts at a laser power around 1.2×105W/cm2 but is re-
stricted to the center of the annealing line. The strongly reduced luminescence
background and the absence of other features except from the sharp c-Si peak
in the Raman spectra suggests, that the phase separation in the center is com-
pleted above 1.4×105W/cm2 irradiance. In contrast to results that were obtained
by pulsed laser annealing using UV ps-pulses,16 no significant shift of the c-Si
peak compared to bulk c-Si is observed here, thus implying the absence of strong
compressive stress on the nc-Si [143].
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Figure 2.9: Conical dark-field images taken at the center of irradiated
lines for (a) 1.2×105W/cm2 (35 mW), (b) 1.4×105W/cm2 (40 mW) and (c)
1.75×105W/cm2 (50mW). The most prominent feature is the decreasing thick-
ness of the porous layer with decreasing laser power. For 1.75×105W/cm2

W/cm2 it almost extends down to the SiO2 substrate whereas a thickness of
only 50 nm is obtained for 1.75×105W/cm2. Please note that no porous layer
formation is observed for laser powers of 1.0×105W/cm2 and 0.9×105W/cm2.

The size of the nanocrystalline region coincides in the TEM and Raman measure-
ments, showing a width of 4 µm in the case of the line irradiated at 1.4×105W/cm2,
for example. Attached at both sides of the center is a zone with a-Si clusters and a
width of approximately 1 µm. The strongest PL signal is obtained from the edges
of the amorphous zone. In the example of the 1.4×105W/cm2 annealing line, the
PL maxima are separated by 7 µm. The good correspondence between furnace
annealing with increasing temperature and laser annealing at increasing irradiance
leads to the conclusion, that the effect of the irradiation is purely thermal, where
the local temperature is determined by the beam intensity profile and the different
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stages of the phase separation process can be traced across the line profile. How-
ever, the extremely reduced heating time in the case of laser annealing might be
compensated by correspondingly higher temperatures.

From the high density of nanocrystals in the center of the annealing lines at laser
powers above 1.2×105W/cm2, a strong PL signal in the NIR spectral range around
900 nm might be expected. However, a decrease in PL associated with an increase
of the nc-Si Raman signal can also be observed employing furnace annealing of
SiOx films [144]. Godefroo et. al. have shown that after annealing of the SiOx

films the PL of nc-Si is dominated and partly quenched by defects localized at the
Si/SiO2 interface rather than by the quantum confinement of the exciton states
[145]. As a further process step, hydrogen passivation can be used to remove
the defects, resulting in strong luminescence from quantum confined states [146].
The bleaching that is observed in the center of the annealing lines has also been
reported from nc-Si samples that had been prepared from etched porous silicon
without passivation [147]. To our knowledge, no explanation on the nature of the
trap states has been put forward, yet.

In our experiments, the morphological structure of the annealed SiOx films is pre-
served up to a laser power of 1.2×105W/cm2. While a sub-surface porous region
is formed at higher laser power, the surface of the annealed lines is still smooth,
as can be confirmed from the AFM measurements. The sub-surface porous ma-
terial can also be observed by scattering in dark-field light microscopy and partly
explains the swelling of the SiOx films. Chemical analysis using energy-dispersive
x-ray spectrometry (EDX) shows a reduced total number of Si-K and O-K counts
in this region, thus indicating that the overall density is reduced and the struc-
ture is indeed porous. For the 1.75×105W/cm2 line, the calculation of the ratio
of background corrected O-K to Si-K intensities reveals a reduced silicon excess
with a stoichiometric O/Si-ratio of x = 1.6 in the porous region, compared to x =
1.1 for the undamaged film. This observation corresponds to a reduced Si Raman
signal in the center of the 1.75×105W/cm2 line. One possible explanation for the
reduced Si excess might be an incomplete prevention of oxidation from the am-
bient atmosphere by the employed nitrogen purging scheme. Another mechanism
causing silicon depletion in the center might be a macroscopic phase separation,
i.e. a flux of silicon driven by a strong temperature gradient termed thermodiffu-
sion [139]. In this case, Si must be accumulated with a higher concentration at the
edge of the porous region. The basis for this effect might be a higher diffusivity
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of excess Si atoms in SiO2 compared to the self-diffusion in stoichiometric oxide
[148][149]. A third option might be SiO evaporation, fostered by an overheating
of strongly absorbing nc-Si in the region where it first separates. Based on the
present data, we cannot decide on the dominant mechanism. Yet, it should be
pointed out that a slight dip is observed in the center of the surface profile of the
annealing lines irradiated at laser powers of 1.75×105W/cm2 and above.

The varying size distribution of the nc-Si particles from lines irradiated with dif-
ferent laser power and also within a single line suggests that a control of particle
size within certain limits is possible. The dependence on heating time, controlled
by the scanning speed of the laser beam, and multiple irradiations will be subject
of further investigations.

2.5 Conclusion

The use of CW laser irradiation at 405 nm for the locally controlled annealing
of SiOx films on SiO2 substrates has been demonstrated. Compared to prevalent
furnace annealing, the main advantage of the laser process is the possibility to
induce amorphous or crystalline Si nanoclusters along with selective refractive
index variations with high spatial resolution. Furthermore, laser annealing offers
the possibility to generate Si nanoparticles in a fast, high throughput process.
Also, the thermal load on the substrate can be significantly reduced.

In this work, we have demonstrated that laser annealing and silicon nanocrystal
generation can be accomplished in a substrate bound film without any damage
to the film structure. The intact structure of the film matrix surrounding the Si
nanoparticles is a prerequisite in many possible applications like modulators and
waveguide based applications.
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Laser-irradiation of silicon-rich silicon oxides (SRSO) is a promising technique
for spatially well-defined production of silicon nanocrystals (nc-Si) showing room
temperature photoluminescence. In this work, we use continuous-wave (CW) laser
processing to generate nc-Si in SRSO films on fused silica substrates. One main
problem is damage introduced by laser processing which results in a porous layer
beneath the original film surface as is consistently shown by electron tomography
and energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry. Processing conditions for damage-free
nc-Si formation are identified by systematic variation of laser intensity and measur-
ing the depth of the damaged region by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
By combining TEM imaging and analysis it is shown that the damaged region has
a composition close to SiO2 which is due to a predominant loss of silicon rather
than an a result of surface oxidation during laser processing.
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3.1 Introduction

Low-dimensional silicon system show room-temperature photoluminescence due to
quantum confinement [4]. One possible route to Si nanostructures with potential
applications for light-emitting devices are silicon nanocrystals (nc-Si) embedded
in SiO2. Such structures can be generated from substoichiometric SiOx with x<2
which is subsequently referred to as silicon-rich silicon oxide (SRSO). Such oxides
exhibit a phase transformation into nanocrystalline silicon (nc-Si) and stable SiO2

upon high-temperature thermal annealing [128][131]. Laser irradiation instead
of thermal annealing potentially allows for spatially well-controlled nc-Si forma-
tion [89]. However, local energy deposition by laser irradiation inevitably suffers
from heat loss due to substantial temperature gradients especially in the case of
substrate-bound SRSO films necessary for technical applications [85]. This will
require high laser intensities and allow only a narrow process window for efficient
generation of nc-Si without damage or ablation of the film. Phase separation using
pulsed excimer lasers seems to be possible, but crystalline Si is only obtained at
fluences exceeding the damage threshold [71][150][115]. For the case of substrate
bound films and cw laser annealing it has been thought, that the local temperature
is not sufficiently high in order to induce the phase separation of SRSO into nc-Si
and SiO2. Hence, focus has been on laser irradiation of free-standing SRSO films in
previous studies mainly performed by Khriachtchev and co-workers [85][121][74].
In a recent study [89], we have demonstrated for substrate-bound SRSO films that
conditions of CW laser irradiation can be adjusted such that Si structures showing
strong photoluminescence (PL) can be formed while avoiding surface damage due
to laser irradiation. At higher laser intensity, however, laser-treated SRSO shows
pronounced damage reducing the PL yield.

In this paper, we report microstructural investigations of CW laser irradiated
SRSO thin films on SiO2 substrates. Systematic variation of the laser intensity
reveals a threshold for damage formation. Using mainly transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) techniques such as hollow-cone dark field imaging, energy-
dispersive x-ray spectrometry (EDX) and scanning TEM high-angle annular dark
field (STEM-HAADF) tomography we put special emphasize on the structure and
composition of the damaged region. It is shown that the latter consists of porous
material with a composition close to SiO2 which is related to a loss of (mainly)
silicon material in the damaged region rather than due to a possible oxidation as a
result of residual oxygen of the nominally inert ambient and possible mechanisms
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are discussed. In addition, combining atomic force microscopy (AFM) with TEM
cross-section imaging, we can separate apparent deformations of the SRSO film
and of the underlying SiO2 substrate.

3.2 Materials system and Experimental

SRSO films have beenion beam sputtered on 2 mm thick fused silica substrates
provided by a commercial coating supplier (Laseroptik, Garbsen, Germany). In
this process, silicon is used as a target and oxygen gas is supplied to tune the
stoichiometry of SRSO films. SRSO films used here are 545nm thick (confirmed
by cross-section TEM) and show a transmission of 15% at 405 nm wavelength. A
diode laser with continuous wave emission at 405 nm (Coherent Cube) is focused
by a 10x microscope objective onto the SRSO layer for spatially resolved laser
irradiation. The laser beam intensity is close to a Gaussian profile and the focus
spot is evaluated to be 6 µm. During laser irradiation, samples are enclosed in
a small housing that is purged with a steady flow of nitrogen in order to prevent
oxidation during annealing. Irradiation is then accomplished through a 1 mm thick
fused silica window. The position of the sample is controlled accurately by high
precision positioning stages. Line-shaped irradiated areas are obtained by moving
the samples at a speed of 300 µm/s. The laser intensity is varied from 1.4×105 to
1.75×105 W/cm2. Focused ion beam (FIB, FEI Nova NanoLab 600) is employed to
prepare cross-sectional TEM samples centered on the irradiated lines and oriented
perpendicular to the direction of the irradiated lines. Prior to FIB preparation
of TEM lamella, a thin Au layer (5 nm) is evaporated on the samples in order to
avoid charging in FIB environment during SEM inspection. Electron transparent
lamellas were prepared using a Ga ion beam focused to about 7nm and final
thinning at beam voltage of 5kV. TEM analyses have been performed at 200 kV in
a Philips CM200 FEG-UT. HRTEM and hollow cone dark field imaging is done to
explore the microstructure of irradiated samples. In order to study the chemical
composition, we use energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry (EDX). STEM-HAADF
imaging is used for tomography which is done in a FEI Tecnai TF20 STWIN at
200kV equipped with an Advanced Tomography Holder Fischione Model 2020) in
order to characterize the detailed microstructure of damaged region.
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3.3 Results and Discussion

3.3.1 Damage-Free CW Laser Irradiation

In the previous study [89], we have shown that three structurally distinct regions
are observed, i.e. a damaged (porous) region, a nc-Si region (region containing nc-
Si) and SRSO as indicated in Fig. 1 which compares the central part of irradiated
samples after irradiation with different laser powers. It should be noted that no
damage is observed in samples irradiated at 1.05×105 and 0.88×105W/cm2. The
sample irradiated at 1.22×105W/cm2 shows a very thin damaged region at the top
and also seemingly unreacted SRSO between the nc-Si region and the fused silica
substrate (compare Fig. 3.1(a)). It should be noted, that the damaged regions
contain a small number of nc-Si (compare white dot-like contrasts in Fig. 3.1(b)
and 3.1(c)) indicating that the phase separation of SRSO into nc-Si and SiO2

occurred in the damaged region to some extent and some nc-Si survived damage
formation. In order to explore the existence of a threshold power for laser induced
damage formation the central thickness of the damaged region (dporous) is mea-
sured by means of cross-section TEM and summarized in Fig. 3.2. It can be seen
that from 1.75×105 to 1.22×105 W/cm2, dporous decreases linearly. Extrapolating
to dporous=0 a threshold is observed at a laser power of about 1.16×105W/cm2

below which no damage occurs. It implies that a really damage-free CW laser
irradiation for SRSO films is possible with careful control of laser power. We note
here that samples below the threshold show strong photoluminescence at room
temperature as has been reported in detail in [89].

3.3.2 Surface Topography and Layer Thickness

We now address the surface morphology and its relation to the SRSO layer thick-
ness after laser irradiation. As we have already shown in [89], atomic force mi-
croscopy (AFM) data reveal a swelling of laser irradiated SRSO as is shown in
Fig.3(a) (red curve, left scale) for an irradiance of 1.4×105 W/cm2. Using the un-
treated area far away from the line as a reference, a typical maximum surface height
of 42 nm is obtained. This region is about 1.3 µm outside the center of the written
line where the surface is at about 38nm. Complementary information is provided
by TEM in cross-section geometry taken in the hollow-cone dark-field imaging
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Figure 3.1: Conical dark-field images taken at the center of irradiated lines
for (a) 1.22×105 W/cm2, (b) 1.4×105W/cm2, and (c) 1.75×105W/cm2. Three
different regions can be distinguished, i.e. a damaged region (black dark con-
trasts indicate pores in the material), the nc-Si region containing nc-Si particles
(bright spot-like contrasts), and - for the sample in (a) - a SRSO region between
the nc-Si region and the interface to the substrate . No damage is observed in
samples irradiated at less than 1.05×105W/cm2. It is interesting to note that a
small number of nc-Si particles are observed in the porous region.

mode (Fig. 3.3(b)). Using the interface position between the SRSO layer and
the fused silica substrate as a reference, the local thickness d of the laser treated
SRSO film can be measured (see Fig. 3.3(a), black curve and right scale), Fig.
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Figure 3.2: Depth dporous of the damaged region vs. laser intensity. The
depth was measured in the center of the irradiated lines using cross-section
TEM. Experimentally, we find a linear increase of dporous with laser intensity as
indicated by the fit (solid line). Extrapolation (dashed line) yields a threshold for
damage formation of 1.15×105W/cm2. In fact, samples irradiated at 1.05×105

and 0.88×105 W/cm2 do not show the damaged region but still a strong room
temperature PL signal [89].

3.3(c) shows details of magnified stripes taken at the positions indicated in Fig.
3.3(b) by numbers. The stripes have been aligned at the layer-substrate interface
and a central 400nm high part has been removed in order to simultaneously view
the interface and surface at sufficient magnification. The horizontal lines in Fig.
3.3(c) indicate the position of the interface (bottom line) and the thickness of the
untreated SRSO film (top line) as measured from a TEM cross-section prepared
in an untreated region. It is clearly seen that the surface is above the reference
position in stripes 3 and 4 which qualitatively agrees with AFM data (Fig.3(a)).
In stripes 0 and 1, however, the surface is considerably below the reference line.
Combining AFM and TEM it has to be concluded that a considerable part of the
swelling revealed by AFM is due to the silica substrate. A similar surface swelling
has been observed in the case of laser-writing waveguides in the near-surface vol-
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ume of fused silica [151]. This process, however, has been performed with a high
repetition rate femtosecond laser, but like in our case strong local heating along
the written line is assumed. In summary, both techniques (AFM and TEM) con-
sistently show a volume increase of the SRSO due to laser irradiation. Taking into
account previous work we may conclude that the elevated rim of the laser treated
area is connected to compressive stress caused by nc-Si particles as has been con-
cluded from Raman results on free-standing SRSO films [142][152]. In addition,
TEM provides evidence that - as part of damage formation - material has been
removed from the central part of the irradiated regions. We note here, the amount
of removed material does not account the thicker layer in the outer region. Hence,
flow of material from the centre to the edge driven by a temperature gradient as
proposed previously [85] is not supported by our data.

3.3.3 Microstructure of Damaged Region

We now address the microstructure and chemical composition of the damaged
region. Chemical analysis using EDX for the sample irradiated at 1.75×105 W/cm2

is summarized in Fig. 3.4. The bright-field STEM image (Fig. 3.4(a)) again
shows the three main regions, i.e. (1) the SiO2 substrate , (2) the nc-Si region, i.e.
the SRSO layer containing nc-Si, and (3) the damaged region. The background-
corrected total numbers of O-K and Si-K counts measured by EDX are shown in
Fig. 3.4(b) and 3.4(d), respectively. It is obvious, that material has been removed
from region (3) as is concluded from the simultaneous loss of mainly silicon but
also of some oxygen. Furthermore, 50-100nm large regions - bright areas in the
STEM image - of reduced O-K and Si-K counts show the cavities constituting the
porous microstructure of the damaged region. Further evidence of the porosity
is provided by STEM high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) tomography. An
animated video of a reconstructed tilt series obtained for the sample irradiated at
1.75×105 W/cm2 is found as supplemental material of this paper. Fig.5 collects
STEM-HAADF images for different viewing angles exemplarily showing two larger
cavities in addition to a higher density of small holes indicated by the contrast
variations in the damaged region. Hence, the combination of EDX mapping and
tomography provides evidence for porous character of the damaged region.

Returning to the chemical maps in Fig. 3.4 we note the following results: (i) the
oxygen content in region (2) is about 10% below that in the silica substrate whereas
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the silicon content of region (2) exceeds that of region (1) by approximately 40%,
and (ii) the oxygen-to-silicon ratio x obtained from background-corrected EDX
maps (Fig. 3.4(b)) of the damaged region is quite close to that of the SiO2 sub-
strate and distinctly larger than in region (2) where x=1.32 is measured. Despite
the fact that we employ N2 as ambient atmosphere to avoid oxidation during laser
irradiation, one might attribute this result to surface oxidation during laser irra-
diation due to residual oxygen in the ambient. However, comparing the damaged
region and the nc-Si region in Fig. 3.4(d) reveals that Si-K counts in the dam-
aged region are roughly half of that in nc-Si region while the O-K counts are only
slightly smaller than that in the nc-Si region. Thus, considering the reduced Si-K
counts in the porous region after laser irradiation, we may conclude that the com-
position of the damaged region of close to SiO2 is due to a predominant loss of
silicon material rather than a true oxidation. Clearly, it is not possible to identify
the underlying scenario of this silicon depletion from the presented data alone.
We may, however, discuss possible mechanisms, one of which is a macroscopic
chemical separation driven by a strong temperature gradient, i.e. thermodiffusion,
as has been proposed previously [85]. The required selectivity for silicon might
be attributed to higher diffusivity of excess Si atoms in SiO2 compared to the
self-diffusion in stoichiometric oxide [148][149]. We note, that in this case, silicon
should accumulate at the edge of the porous region which is not confirmed by our
data. Another scenario is the predominant evaporation of SiO and nc-Si in the
course of the laser-driven nanoscopic phase separation process. We may speculate
that silicon nanocrystals once being formed more strongly absorb the light com-
pared to unreacted SiO and formed SiO2 leading to local overheating and selective
ablation of Si-rich regions leaving a sponge-like network of SiO2 behind. In this
scenario, nanoscopic phase separation of SRSO into nc-Si and SiO2 are consecutive
processes which is consistent with the existence of a critical irradiance for damage
formation (see Fig. 3.2).

3.4 Summary and Conclusion

In this work, we have studied the microstructure of amorphous silicon rich silicon
oxide films on fused silica substrates produced by CW laser irradiation. A sys-
tematic variation of the laser intensity has identified a threshold below which no
damage is observed; under such conditions, strong room temperature luminescence
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is observed as reported previously [69]. TEM imaging and analysis has shown that
the damaged region has a porous character with cavities as large as 100 nm and
a network of material whose composition is close to that of fused silica. Fur-
thermore, only a few silicon nanocrystals are observed in damaged regions. Both
observations are consistent with a predominant loss of the silicon from the central
part of the irradiated area possibly due to ablation. A combination of AFM and
TEM furthermore indicates that a substantial fraction of the elevated surface pro-
file seen by AFM is due to deformation of the underlying substrate whereas the
material loss mentioned above is reflected by a decrease in the silicon rich silicon
oxide film thickness. This interesting phenomenon needs further investigations in
order to distinguish between local deformation or swelling of the involved film and
substrate.
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Figure 3.3: Surface topography and layer thickness of a line written with an
irradiance of 1.5×105. (a) AFM surface profile (red curve , right scale) and
thickness of the SRSO film measured by cross-section TEM (black curve, right
scale); the plots have been aligned such that AFM height measured far from
the written line (′0′ on left scale) coincides with the thickness of an untreated
SRSO film (545nm) measured by TEM. (b) Hollow cone dark field image of a
cross-section through the irradiated line showing positions 0 to 4 where magni-
fied stripes have been extracted which are shown in (c); please note, that the
indicated number multiplied by 0.5 µm provides the distance from the center of
the line. (c)
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Figure 3.4: Compositional analysis in the center of the annealing line irradi-
ated at 1.75×105 W/cm2. (a) STEM bright field image showing (1) the SiO2
substrate, (2) the undamaged nc-Si region, and (3) the porous surface layer..
Background-corrected EDX maps of the K-line counts of oxygen (b) and silicon
(d) showing the - compared to region (2) - simultaneous loss of oxygen and silicon
in region (3) which is consistent with the porous nature of the damaged layer,
It is interesting to note that the oxygen content in the SiO2 substrate ( region
(1)) exceeds that in region (2) by less than 10% whereas the silicon content in
region (2) exceeds that in the substrate by about 40%. (b) Compositional profile
measured across regions (1) to (3) expressed as the oxygen-to-silicon ratio x (as
in SiOx). Experimental data have been calibrated in region (1) (SiO2 substrate
with x=2); region (2) reveals x=1.32 whereas x=1.88 in region (3) which is close
to the stable SiO2 phase (relative error of x is 15%). Hence, these data show a
predominant loss of silicon in region (3).
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Figure 3.5: STEM-HAADF images along different angles taken from a tomog-
raphy tilt series (tilt axis approximately vertical); bright spots are due to Au
particles used as marker for image alignment (examples ’1’ and ’2’ are given
in each image). Regions marked by white ellipses indicate larger cavities, while
many small pores can be seen in the damaged region. Tilt angles measured from
the cross-section orientation shown in (c) are: (a) 68° (b) 18° (c) 0° (d) -9°



4 Formation of porous silicon oxide from
substrate-bound silicon rich silicon
oxide layers by continuous-wave laser
irradiation

Silicon nanocrystals embedded in silicon oxide that show room temperature photo-
toluminescence (PL) have great potential in Si light emission applications. Usually,
nc-Si particles can be generated from silicon rich silicon oxide by furnace annealing
and laser irradiation. In contrast to furnace annealing, laser irradiation has one
unique advantage of spatially controlled heating, which is compatible with modern
Si micro-fabrication technology. In this paper, we employ continuous wave laser
irradiation to heat substrate-bound SRSO samples and investigate the spatially
controlled microstructure by several TEM related techniques like hollow-cone dark
field imaging (HCDF), energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry (EDX) and electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). It has been reported that damaged material
forms in regions of high laser intensity which quenches room temperature PL.
This material wxhibits porous character and a composition close to SiO2. This
work focus on systematical analysis of porous part’s microstructure and try to pro-
vide a proposed mechanism that descibes the formation process. The mechanism
is that ripening effect dominates the growth of preformed nc-Si particle and then
the escape of the large nc-Si particle goes rise to the formation of sponge-like SiO2

network. The composition difference in three typical Regions of porous part is also
discussed and the extent of nc-Si depletion process is suggested to understand this
problem.
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4.1 Introduction

Room temperature photoluminescence (PL) was first observed in chemically-etched
porous silicon by L. Canham in 1990 [4]. Subsequently, other low-dimensional
silicon systems such as silicon nanocrystals (nc-Si), silicon nanowires and silicon
nanodots have been shown to produce room temperature PL which has stimulated
the development of silicon photonics [153].

In contrast to porous silicon, nc-Si particles embedded in amorphous silica matrix
combine room temperature PL [133, 154] with a high thermal stability [84]. They
can be produced from the decomposition of silicon-rich silicon oxide (SRSO, also:
substoichiometric SiOx, x<2) by furnace annealing [93, 94, 95], laser annealing
[113, 114, 115, 71, 116, 121, 74], or ion bombardment [96]. It has been shown
that the precipitation of nc-Si particle from SRSO requires high temperatures
(1000-1100℃) [87].

Unlike furnace annealing, laser irradiation can spatially control the formation of nc-
Si particles, which provides the advantages of coupling silicon-based light emitting
diodes on a single chip [86] and fast processing. It has been shown that sufficiently
high temperatures can be obtained by pulsed laser irradiation [113, 114, 115, 71,
116]. However, a typical side-effect of nc-Si particle formation in SRSO films
is laser ablation [71]. In other words, the laser intensity used in pulsed laser
irradiation typically exceeds the damage threshold.

As an alternative, continuous wave (CW) laser irradiation with intermediate heat-
ing effects has shown the potential to generate nc-Si particles without any visible
damage at the surface [74] for free-standing SRSO films. In our previous studies,
we have succeeded in producing room temperature PL from CW laser irradiated
substrate-bound SRSO films under damage-free conditions. In addition, we stud-
ied the internal structural modifications occurring at high laser intensity which
are responsible for a reduced PL yield [89]. In a further study [72] on such struc-
tures we have used transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques including
electron tomography to show the porous structure of the damaged layers. In con-
trast to CW laser annealing on silica [79], the treatment of SRSO involves some
additional kinetic processes mainly related to the phase separation. Thus, the
formation mechanism of the porous structure during laser irradiation needs to be
studied in more detail in order approach a more comprehensive understanding of
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the phase separation in SRSO.

In this paper, we systematically investigate the microstucture of porous regions
formed by CW laser irradiated SRSO films by imaging and analytical TEM tech-
niques. Following the variation of laser intensity in our previous study[72], we
focus on the effect of irradiation time on the microstructure in order to get some
insight into the temporal evolution of the damage.

Our investigations consistently show that the damaged regions consist of an amor-
phous matrix with a composition close to SiO2 containing pores and a low density
of crystalline silicon nanoparticles. Increasing the irradiation time increases the
depth of the porous regions indicating its evolution from the layer surface. The
observation of silicon particles of similar size as the pores has led us to propose the
mechanism of ’selective silicon ablation’ as a continuation of the phase separation
process.

4.2 Experiment

Ion sputtering was employed to deposit SRSO films on 2 mm thick fused silica
substrates by a commercial coating supplier (Laseroptik, Garbsen, Germany). The
thickness of SRSO was 545 nm as measured by TEM. For irradiation, a continuous
wave diode laser with the emission wavelength at 405 nm was focused using a 10×
microscope objective to a beam spot of 6 µm. Laser annealing was performed
in a chamber with a steady flow of nitrogen to avoid surface oxidation. During
laser annealing, high precision positioning stages were used to form line-shaped
irradiated regions with the speed of movement varied from 50 to 300 µm/s in order
to control the total local irradiation time. The latter is estimated as the beam
diameter divided by the velocity of the positioning stage. The laser intensity
was tuned from 1.4×105 to 1.75×105W/cm2. TEM samples in cross-sectional
geometry were centered on the irradiated line and prepared by focused ion beam
(FIB, FEI Nova NanoLab 600). Please note, that prior to FIB preparation, a thin
gold layer (5 nm) was evaporated on samples in order to avoid charging during
SEM inspection.

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments were conducted using a
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Philips CM200-UT-FEG microscope operated at 200kV having a point resolu-
tion of 0.19nm. We use hollow-cone darkfield (HCDF) imaging based on normal
dark field imaging, which employs the incident beam with a fixed tilt angle with
respect to the optical axis. The required hollow cone illumination was formed by
a beam with a rotation period of 500 ms combined with an exposure time of 5s.
Energy-dispersive x-ray spectrometry (EDX) is carried out in scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy (STEM) mode with a probe size of approximately 1 nm
using a link ISIS system with a Si-Li detector. Electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) measurements were done using a FEI Titan 80-300 G2 ETEM microscope
operated at 300 kV and equipped with a Gatan Image Filter (Quantum ER/965
U).

4.3 Results

Fig. 4.1(a) shows the typical situation described in a cross-section HCDF image
obtained in the center of the irradiated line-shaped region: starting from the silica
substrate at the bottom (labeled ’SiO2’) a layer containing nanocrystalline silicon
particles (’nc-Si’) has formed followed by a strongly damaged region (’porous’)
which has been shown to be porous by means of STEM tomography [72].

Here, we focus on the microstructure of the porous layer forming as a result of CW
laser irradiation above the critical irradiance which has been determined as 1.15 ×
105W/cm2 in our previous study[72]. Section 4.3.1 deals with structural aspects
and shows that the porous layer is amorphous and contains pores as well as a
small number of silicon nanoparticles. Comparing the microstructure for different
annealing times for the same intensity reveals that the size of pores and silicon
nanoparticles is virtually identical in a zone comparing both. Subsequently, Sec.
4.3.2 describes analytical results obtained from energy-dispersive x-ray spectrome-
try (EDX) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) which consistently show
that the composition of the porous material is close to silicon dioxide, SiO2. Hence,
this layer is depleted of silicon atoms compared to the initial SRSO material.
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Figure 4.1: (a). HCDF image of the center part of the CW laser irradiated
sample with a laser intensity of 1.75×105 W/cm2 and an irradiation time of 20
ms. The porous part shows large dark contrasts on a gray background which
stem from pores. In addition, some nc-Si particles appear as bright contrasts
which are shown in the magnified images in (b) - (f). In the region between the
porous part and the silica substrate smaller nc-Si particles are observed.

4.3.1 Structural properties of the porous silicon oxide

The porous part of the sample displayed in Fig. 4.1 shows predominantly dark
contrasts related to pores in the remaining matrix. The latter appears quite ho-
mogeneous which is consistent with its amorphous structure. Much smaller bright
contrasts in the porous region are due to nc-Si particles which are shown in more
detail in Fig. 4.1 (b)-(f). Although the nc-Si region is not in the focus of this
paper, we mention that a high density of small nc-Si particles is observed there as
bright contrasts.

Such nc-Si particles can be directly imaged as is seen in Fig. 4.2 which is a high-
resolution TEM micrograph. Crystalline particles are indicated by white dotted
lines and part of a pore by the black dotted line. The inset image represents the
Fourier transform of the image showing signals due to the amorphous matrix in
addition to isolated spots which can be indexed as (111), (220) and (311) spots of
Si.
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Figure 4.2: High-resolution TEM image from the porous part of the sample
presented in Fig. 4.1. The porous material is amorphous and contains a small
nc-Si particle indicated by white dashed lines. The brighter part in the center
marked by a black dashed line contains part of a pore. The inset is a Fourier
transform of the image revealing signals due to the amorphous matrix as well as
due to crystalline particles whose spots can be indexed as resulting from (111),
(220) and (311) planes of silicon.

In order to get insight into the temporal evolution of the porous region we compare
the microstructure of samples treated with the laser intensity fixed at 1.4×105W/cm2

and irradiation times of 20 ms and 120 ms, repectively. Fig. 4.3 shows correspond-
ing HCDF images for the center part of the illuminated line. Two observations are
apparent, i.e. (i) an increasing depth of the porous region with increasing irradi-
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ation time and (ii) some much larger nc-Si particles (20 nm) existing almost side
by side to pores with virtually the same size (see dashed oval) in Fig. 4.3(b). We
note here, that some of the nc-Si particles exhibit an irregular shape with some of
them being strongly elongated which is not visible for the smaller processing time.

Figure 4.3: HCDF images obtained in the center part of the samples irradiated
for 20 ms (a) and 120 ms (b) at a fixed laser intensity of 1.4×105 W/cm2. The
comparison indicates that the prolonged irradiation time increases the thickness
of the porous part and some larger nc-Si particles can be observed in the region
adjacent to the porous part labeled by the white dashed oval. Simultaneously,
the particle density is decreased there indicating coarsening to be dominant.
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4.3.2 Chemical composition of porous silicon oxide

According to the structural investigations in the previous section, the damaged
region consists of amorphous material containing pores and a – compared to the
nc-Si region – small density of crystalline silicon particles. Figure 4.4(a) is a
STEM bright-field image obtained from a sample irradiated with a laser intensity of
1.75×105 W/cm2 for 20 ms. Again, the silica substrate, the nc-Si, and the porous
region are easily recognized (the dark area on the right-hand side corresponds to
the preparation-related Au and Pt:C layers). EDX maps measured in the same
area as the STEM image are averaged along the vertical direction, i.e. parallel to
the surface. The resulting profiles are summarized in Fig. 4.4(b) after calibrating
the oxygen-to-silicon ratio x such that x = 2 is obtained in the region of the
fused silica substrate. As a consequence, the profiles of silicon and oxygen counts
coincide in the substrate region, whereas in the nc-Si region the silicon-rich nature
of the material is revealed by the higher silicon signal. In the porous region, the
two profiles again coincide which provides evidence that the average composition
there is close to SiO2. The lower level of both silicon and oxygen counts reflects the
porous nature of this region. In addition, a thin layer at the surface is chemically
close to SiO2 but does not display the porous character as is concluded from the
higher level of the silicon and oxygen counts.

4.3.3 Quantitative EDX study on porous part

In order to analyze the composition in the porous region more accurately, we
collected EDX spectra in samples irradiated at 1.4×105W/cm2 for 60 ms. Figure
4.5 (a) presents a STEM bright-field image of this sample showing regions A, B,
and C where EDX spectra were collected. In order to simultaneously visualize
composition changes and thickness changes related to the porosity we present the
EDX data as plots of calibrated O-K counts vs. Si-K counts (see Fig. 4.5(b))where
the calibration has again been performed such that the oxygen-to-silicon count
ratio x measured on a pristine silica reference sample is x = 2. Hence, in such a
plot, the oxygen-to-silicon ratio x of a material can be determined as the slope of a
fitted straight line through the origin whereas thickness variations and fluctuations
of the incident electron beam intensity during the EDX experiment will move the
data points along the straight line.
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Fig. 4.5(b) shows the resulting plots for pristine SiO2 and SRSO reference samples
together with the fitted straight lines through the origin as dashed and dotted lines,
respectively1. In addition, data points from regions A, B and C are included which
have been simultaneously fitted (solid line) yielding an average composition of the
porous region of xp = (1.91±0.04) (see table 4.1) which is slightly below SiO2 and
considerably larger than the corresponding value for the untreated SRSO of xSRSO
=(1.49 ± 0.04). Taking into account the structural data described in Sec.4.3.1 it
can be concluded that the porous region consists of an (amorphous) SiO2 matrix
containing some residual silicon nanoparticles.

Region x ∆ [%]
pristine SiO2 2.00± 0.02 2 3.2
pristine SRSO 1.49± 0.04 4.5

porous 1.90± 0.04 21

Table 4.1: Results of fitting straight lines through the origin to the data in Fig.
4.5(b) providing the oxygen-to-silicon ratio x. For the pristine SRSO sample
x=1.49 is observed and for the porous region x=1.90 which is close to SiO2.
This implies that most of the silicon surplus has been removed from the porous
region. In addition, the relative fluctuations ∆ of the silicon counts are given.
Using the results from the non-porous reference samples ∆ values between 3 and
5% are estimated as being due to thickness changes in a typical FIB prepared
sample and due to fluctuations of the incident electron beam intensity. Hence,
the much larger value for the porous region mainly stems from the pores in the
material.

In order to have a measure for the porosity of the material which manifests itself
by fluctuations of the effective sample thickness, we use the quantity

∆ := rIQ(ISi)
2〈ISi〉

(4.1)

where 〈ISi〉 denotes the median of the silicon counts ISi and rIQ(ISi) the interquar-
tile range of ISi, i.e. the width of the interval containing 50% of the data and cen-
tered around the median. The respective values are listed in Table 4.1 indicating
that ∆ values between 3 and 5% represent fluctuations due to thickness changes
induced by FIB sample preparation and fluctuations of the incident electron beam
intensity which is much below the value of 21% observed for the porous region.

1 Note, that straight line fits have been carried out taking into account experimental uncertainties
in both, the oxygen and the silicon signal.
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Finally, we present EELS data obtained in the low-loss regime, i.e. in the energy
range between 4 and 40eV, from a spectrum image recorded in the center of a
sample irradiated with a laser intensity of 1.4×105W/cm2 for 60 ms. Figure 4.6
shows EEL spectra from the porous region which were averaged avoiding contri-
butions from isolated silicon particles together with spectra measured on pristine
silica (SiO2 reference) and untreated SRSO (SRSO reference). In order to provide
better comparison, EEL spectra were normalized by their maximum value. The
plasmon peak that represents SRSO is centered at 20.5 eV while the plasmon peak
center of SiO2 is at 22.5 eV, which is also the position of the plasmon peak ob-
served in the porous region. In spite of the slightly broader plasmon peak it can
be concluded that plasmon properties in the porous part are virtually identical
to those of the silica reference. We note here, that considerable differences are
observed in the very low-loss region related to the bandstructure of the material
indicating states in the porous material in a range below the bandgap of SiO2 of
about 8eV [38].

4.4 Discussion

Before we discuss our experimental observations, let us briefly summarize the most
important points and immediate conclusions:

• The damaged region consists of an amorphous matrix whose composition is
close to that of SiO2 which is consistently concluded from the plasmonic part
of EEL spectra and EDX data (Figs.4.4, 4.5 and 4.6). The matrix contains
pores and crystalline silicon particles with a density much smaller than that
in the nc-Si region (Fig. 4.1). As a consequence we have to conclude that the
excess silicon present in SRSO compared to silica has been almost completely
removed in the porous part.

• Increasing the irradiation time leads to an increased depth of the porous
region which provides evidence that it evolves from the surface into the
oxide layer (Fig. 4.3).

• In a transition region from purely porous material to the nc-Si region crys-
talline silicon particles are observed which are
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– much larger than particles in the nc-Si region and are comparable in
size to the adjacent pores (Fig. 4.3)

– irregularly shaped and strongly elongated (Fig. 4.3)

Loss of excess silicon as a results of CW laser irradiation has been reported be-
fore [85] for free-standing SRSO films which agrees with our observation described
above for substrate-bound SRSO. As a possible mechanism, the authors propose
thermodiffusion of silicon, i.e. diffusive transport of predominantly silicon as a
result of temperature gradients induced by the laser-inherent inhomogeneous heat-
ing. Pore formation as a result of diffusion – known as the Kirkendall effect in
solids [155] – seems to be unlikely under our conditions since silicon dioxide be-
haves as a – highly viscous – liquid at temperatures sufficiently high for nc-Si
particle formation[156] rather than a solid.

In the following, we will describe a mechanism that accounts for experimental
observations described above and in previous work [85, 72] and which can be
regarded as preferential ablation of silicon embedded in a transparent and highly
viscous liquid. Fig. 4.7 describes the mechanism in terms of sequential steps:

Step 1 As the initial situation (Fig. 4.7(a)), we assume the typical microstructure
observed after completion of the SRSO decomposition into nc-Si particles
embedded in a SiO2 matrix. Hence, light will be selectively absorbed in
nc-Si particles similar to the selective absorption observed in multilayers
of amorphous silicon and SiO2 [157]. In such a scenario, nc-Si particles
serve as heat sources for the surrounding material. Furthermore, since the
decomposition is assumed to be completed, coarsening (or Ostwald ripening)
of nc-Si particles will occur in order to reduce the total interfacial energy,
i.e. growth of large particles at the expense of small ones.

Step 2 The crucial assumption for the proposed mechanism is the effect of quantum
confinement on light absorption by nc-Si particles [158] implying stronger
energy deposition in large particles than in small particles. Fig. 4.7(b)
schematically shows the resulting coarsening which should be faster close to
the surface because of the higher laser intensity there. It should be noted,
that the strong absorption of larger particles close to the surface will re-
duce the laser intensity in deeper parts of the material which amplifies the
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difference in the ripening kinetics between top and bottom regions.

Step 3 Further energy deposition will lead to melting of large particles and finally
to their ablation which is schematically shown in Fig. 4.7(c) resulting in
a microstructure as observed experimentally (see Figs.4.1 and 4.3). As a
result, the top layer will consist mainly of SiO2 with a few nc-Si particles.
It is interesting to note that these ’residual’ silicon particles basically stop
taking part in further coarsening since the surrounding material is depleted
of silicon particles. Furthermore, the remaining porous SiO2 is virtually
transparent to the incident laser which basically restores the initial situation.

Step 4 Extension of the porous layer into the nc-Si region by repeating steps 1 to 3
(Fig. 4.7(d) and (e)).

The mechanism described above qualitatively explains our observations, in partic-
ular the advancing of the porous layer into the nc-Si layer with increasing time and
also the similar size of pores and silicon particles in the transition zone between the
porous and the nc-Si region (Fig. 4.3). We should emphasize here that the pore
size in the porous material above the transition zone not necessarily coincides with
that of nc-Si particles ablated earlier since the surrounding SiO2 ’sponge’ might
relax during the course of laser irradiation leading to shrinking or even collapsing
pores since silicon dioxide behaves as a highly viscous liquid at temperatures above
1200℃[156]. In fact, such a relaxation has been observed as a slight decrease of
the layer thickness in the center of the irradiated lines [72].

4.5 Conclusion and Outlook

Using various techniques of TEM imaging and analysis we have studied the mi-
crostructure of damaged regions observed in CW laser irradiated substrate bound
SRSO samples for irradiation conditions above the threshold intensity [89, 72]. It
is consistently shown that such regions can be viewed as porous SiO2 containing
a low density of crystalline silicon particles. On the basis of our observations we
propose a model of ’selective silicon ablation’ that describes the pore formation
starting after completion of the decomposition of SRSO. Basic ingredients are the
selective and size-dependent absorption of light by nc-Si particles in a transparent
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SiO2 matrix leading to predominant heating of regions containing large particles,
their melting and eventually their ablation leaving behind pores with similar size
as the largest silicon particles as experimentally observed. Bearing in mind that
at temperatures comparing to the melting point of silicon SiO2 has to be viewed
as a viscous fluid[156], the proposed process has some similarity to laser abla-
tion in liquids previously used for nanoparticle formation[159]. Clearly, for more
quantitative modeling details such as heat transfer from particles to the matrix,
size-dependent absorption, heat conduction in the decomposed layer and losses
at the surface as well as to the substrate have to be included and combined in
numerical simulations which is beyond the scope of the present paper. Neverthe-
less, it provides some guidelines for more controlled laser processing of SRSO for
nc-Si production without the introduction of laser damage. Up to here we have
discussed the formation of porous SiO2 as an unwanted side-effect of laser irra-
diation of SRSO. However, mesoporous silica particles have attractive properties
for applications in bio-medical sciences[160] implying that a controlled formation
of porous silica on substrates or even devices might be possible by well-controlled
laser irradiation of SRSO.
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Figure 4.4: (a) STEM bright field TEM image from the center part of a CW
laser irradiated sample with a laser intensity of 1.75×105W/cm2 and an irra-
diation time of 20 ms. (b) Profiles of oxygen and silicon counts obtained from
EDX maps by averaging in vertical direction, i.e. parallel to the surface. Note,
that the oxygen signal has been calibrated such that the oxygen-to-silicon ratio
x is x = 2 in the silica substrate. The coincidence between Si-K and rescaled
O-K counts indicates that the porous material is chemically close to SiO2 qual-
itatively.
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Figure 4.5: (a) STEM bright-field image for a sample irradiated at
1.4×105W/cm2 for 60 ms showing three regions A, B and C in the porous part
where EDX spectra were collected. (b). Plot of calibrated oxygen counts vs.
silicon counts for a pristine silica reference (open triangles) used for calibration,
pristine SRSO (open circles) serving as starting material for laser irradiation,
data from region A (red filled triangles), B (filled green squares) and C (filled
blue circles). The fits to a straight line through the origin are shown for the sil-
ica reference (dashed line), the SRSO reference (dotted line) and the data from
regions A, B and C (solid line) whose slopes represent the oxygen-to-silicon ratio
x as summarized in Table 4.1.
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Figure 4.6: Normalized EEL spectra of the porous part in a laser irradiated
sample compared to those measured on SRSO and SiO2 pristine samples. The
plasmon peak of the porous material has its maximum position at the same
energy loss as that of SiO2 (22.5eV) but is slightly broader at higher energy losses.
In addition, the higher energy loss below about 10eV indicates the existence of
electron states below the bandgap energy of SiO2 of about 8eV.
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Figure 4.7: Description of the temporal evolution of the microstructure CW
laser irradiated SRSO samples as the mechanism of ’selective silicon ablation’
(for details, see text).





5 The nanoscopic Si–SiO2 phase
separation in silicon rich silicon oxide
by continuous wave laser annealing: a
quantitative approach

Laser annealing with micrometer beam spot have a great potential to integrate
silicon light emitting diode (LED) on a single silicon chip. Silicon rich silicon oxide
(SRSO or SiOx, x<2), one of the most important precursors to obtain silicon-based
light-emitting materials, is treated by continuous wave laser irradiation to generate
nc-Si particles in this work. Usually the decomposition of silicon rich silicon oxide
(SRSO) induced by heating is regarded as the Si-SiO2 phase separation. How-
ever, the measurement of related microstructure is still missing. In this paper, we
investigate the micro-structure of nc-Si particle and its surrounding materials by
hollow cone dark-field TEM imaging (HCDF), high resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy (HRTEM), energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDX) and electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). In contrast to bright field TEM imaging and
normal dark field imaging, the characterization of nc-Si by HCDF performs the
dominated advantage like the visiblity of more nc-Si particles and it provides a
proper way of particle analysis. HRTEM shows the lattice fringes of nc-Si par-
ticle in an homogeneous amorphous matrix. EELS spectrum imaging, which is
independent of lattcie fringes, qualitatively confirms that this matrix is SiO2. The
EDX results in three typical areas of sample from the center to the edge presents
the fluctuation of composition. The comparison between EDX simulation and the
following simulation based two different models indicates that the Si core SiO2

shell model is proposed to reflect the related chemistry information. In addition,
the difference in fluctuation range in three areas is discussed and the combination
of EELS with EDX analysis supports that nanoscopic phase separation occurs
after laser irradiation in our materials system.
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5.1 Introduction

Silicon is the most important material in electronics. The fabrication/processing
technology of silicon electronics, in particular downscaling devices to single chips,
has been well developed in the last 60 years. During last 30 years, the discovery of
visible room-temperature (RT) photoluminescence (PL) in low-dimensional silicon
material system (LDS) like porous silicon [4, 5] has drawn researchers’ attentions
on silicon photonics. The combination of silicon light-emitting diode with the sil-
icon processing technology shows both potential in application and challenge in
coupling electronics and optical functions on a single chip [86]. For such a de-
vice, normal heating treatments like furnace annealing technology can affect the
neighboring materials and the substrate, which may deteriorate their performance.
Thus, local heating is required in this case. In practice, instead of furnace anneal-
ing, the laser annealing with micrometer beam spot, which has been widely used
to produce smaller features in Si-based materials [161], is expected to overcome
the challenge.

Although the advance of RT PL in LDS intensively stimulates the development
of silicon photonics, several fundamental questions in this field are still not clear.
As an example, the light emission center of RT PL is controversial. The size-
dependent PL can be well explained by quantum confinement [5, 26, 162, 27,
163, 4]. While the size-independent PL is an open question although a lot of
significant efforts have been tried out. For instance, the defect-related PL [30,
31, 32, 33, 164] and the PL emitted from the surface or interface states [35, 36,
37, 34] in LDS have been announced by several groups. As these PL mechanism
usually involves in the detailed nanostructures in LDS, the characterization of the
correlated microstructures is very necessary.

In contrast to bulk silicon, porous silicon (PS) has performed very high quantum
efficiency in PL. However, the instability of PS, ie. the rapid ageing effect [11],
limits its application. Except for PS, another LDS with good stability called Si
nanocrystals (nc-Si) embedded in silica, which also performs RT PL [133, 154], has
a great potential in Si based LED application. The nc-Si particles usually can be
generated from the decomposition of silicon rich silicon oxide (SRSO or SiOx, x<2)
by heating treatments like like thermal annealing [93, 94, 95], ion bombardment
[96] and laser irradiation [113, 114, 115, 71, 116, 121, 74]. It has been evidenced
that the formation of nc-Si particles in SRSO requires high local temperature
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and pulsed laser irradiation can induce strong heat effects [113, 114, 115, 71, 116]
due to high energy density in short pulsed length. But the laser ablation [71] in
SRSO induced by pulsed laser heating has been observed, which can causes some
performance penalty of the devices. The continuous wave (CW) laser annealing
with intermediate heating effect has been confirmed to lead to the generation of
nc-Si particles without any laser ablation in the literature [74]. In this report,
to avoid the thermal load on the substrate [122], free-standing SRSO films are
used. In our recent study [89], we have shown that nc-Si particles can be formed
even in substrate-bound SRSO films by CW laser irradiation and the spatially
resolved correlated microstructure is initially presented. Inspired by a recent work
on macroscopic Si-SiO2 phase separation driven by temperature gradient in CW
laser irradiated SRSO [85], the structural evolution in our spatially controlled
sample is investigated.

In the previous work [72], adjacent to nc-Si region, we observed a silicon oxide
porous region with the chemical composition close to SiO2, however, the macro-
scopic phase separation can not be supported by our experiment. Thus, it is
interesting to explore the scale of Si-SiO2 phase separation.

The decomposition of SRSO into Si and SiO2 in chemical reaction can be written:

SiOx →
x

2SiO2 + (1− x

2 )Si (5.1)

The formation of nc-Si after annealing have been confirmed by transmission elec-
tron microscopy and micro-Raman spectra in a lot of studies [85, 118, 20, 70], while
the evidence of SiO2 has been provided by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) [84, 103] and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [108, 83]. A kinetic
study on the SRSO decomposition [84] by B. J. Hinds et al. states that a SiO2

shell attached at the nc-Si surface is formed which acts as the diffusion barrier. In
other words, it may imply that the nanoscopic Si-SiO2 phase separation occurs.
However, the direct observation of such a SiO2 shell is still missing. Because the
nc-Si particle and SiO2 shell still exist in the SRSO background and the contrast
of which is weak. Actually the existence of this SiO2 shell is still controversial.
For example, the decomposition of SRSO can be also regarded as the formation
of nc-Si and a more oxygen rich SRSO, which can be written:

SiOx →
x

x+ y
SiOx+y + (1− x

x+ y
)Si (5.2)
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Both Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2) imply that a homogeneous shell is formed and
the gradient of concentration in such a shell is not considered here. Thus, a
quantitative study on the nanoscopic phase separation is required.

In this paper, we investigate the micro-structure of Si nanocrystals embedded
in amorphous matrix by a number of TEM related techniques like hollow cone
dark-field TEM imaging (HCDF), high resolution transmission electron microscopy
(HRTEM), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and energy dispersive spec-
troscopy (EDX). EDX simulation based two defined models is performed for good
comparison. Our investigations show that this amorphous matrix is SiO2 and
nanoscopic phase separation occurs in our materials system after CW laser irradi-
ation.

5.2 Experimental details

The sub-stoichiometry SiOx (x<2) films with a thickness of 530 nm are deposited
on 2 mm thick fused silica substrates by ion beam sputtering (IBS), conducted by
a commercial coating supplier (Laseroptik, Garbsen, Germany). Locally resolved
annealing on SiOx (the diameter of laser beam is estimated to be 6 µm) is done
by a diode laser with continuous wave emission at 405 nm (Coherent Cube). The
average irradiance is 1.5×105 W/cm2. A steady flow of nitrogen is purged into
the housing enclosed SiOx samples in order to prevent oxidation during annealing.
The sample position is controlled by high precision positioning stages and the
irradiation of lines is accomplished by moving the samples at a specified velocity.
Focused ion beam (FIB, FEI Nova NanoLab 600) is employed to prepare cross-
sectional TEM samples centered on the irradiated lines and oriented perpendicular
to them. Prior to FIB preparation of TEM lamella, a thin Au layer (5 nm) is
evaporated on the samples to avoid charging in FIB environment during SEM
inspection.

The HCDF, HRTEM and EDX were conducted with a Philips CM200 TEM/STEM
microscope with a field emission gun operating at 200KV. The HCDF mode is that
the incident electron beam is tilted at a fixed angle with respect to the optical axis
of the objective lens, after that the rotation of the tilted beam forms a hollow-cone
illumination. To obtain the high contrast HCDF images, several factors for HCDF
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should be considered to maximize the average intensity of the annular region during
scanning. Although in some literatures, a slightly-convergent beam is discussed to
be beneficial to increase the intensity, in this paper we still use the general parallel
illumination for HCDF. Other factors like the rotation period and the integration
CCD time is also necessary to be adjusted. We tested a lot of parameters for this,
and in our best experience the period of rotation is 500 ms and the integration
time is 5s. The HRTEM is employed to image the lattice fringe of nc-Si particle
and its surrounding amorphous matrix with a spatial resolution of 0.19 nm.

The electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) measurement were done by using
a Titan 80-300 Environmental atomic-resolution Scanning/Transmission Electron
Microscope microscope equipped with a Gatan Image Filter operating at 300 KV.
The convergence semi-angle of incident electron beam is 10 mrad and the collection
semi-angle for the EELS spectrometer is about 27.8 mrad. Usually, the low loss
region from 5 to 50 ev is employed to analyze the structure of Si and SiO2 correlated
materials because there are two plasmon peaks represent Si and SiO2 respectively.

The EDX is worked at the scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
mode with a probe size of approximately 1 nm. The EDX detector in our Philips
CM 200 microscope is a windowless detector and this provide the possibility of
exploring the characteristic X-rays from light elements like Carbon and Oxygen.
The typical EDX spectra of SRSO and SiO2 from pristine sample (as deposited,
without any further treatment) is presented in Fig. 5.1. The spectrometer can
measure the characteristic X-rays from 0 to 20 Kev and a selected range from 0
to 9 Kev is shown here. The O-K X-rays sharp peak is clearly observed in both
SRSO and SiO2 with a center energy of 0.52 Kev while the Si-K X-rays peak is
centered at 1.74 Kev. The difference in these two spectra is apparent. In contrast
to SiO2, in SRSO the Si-K cross-section (counts) is higher and the O-K counts is
lower due to the excess Si component. The Cu-K X-rays peak at 8.04 Kev may
stem from the copper grid that supports the TEM sample. Quantitative EDX
analysis usually employs the Cliff-Lorimer equation [165] written below:

PA
PB

= kAB
IA
IB

(5.3)

where PA is percent of element A and PB is percent of element B in such binary
AB materials system; IA and IB are the cross section of the A and B characteristic
X-rays; kAB is termed as the Cliff-Lorimer factor, which is the calibrated factor
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Figure 5.1: Typical EDX spectrum of SiO2 and SRSO from the pristine sample
without any subsequent treatment in a selected range from 0 to 9 Kev. Both
O-K and Si-K X-rays peaks can be observed with a center energy of 0.52 Kev
and 1.74 Kev respectively. In contrast to SiO2, in SRSO the Si-K counts is
higher and the O-K counts is lower due to the excess Si component. The broad
Cu-K peak at 8.04 Kev may be due to the copper TEM sample supporters.

that connects the composition with the X-rays counts. IA and IB equal to the
total background-corrected characteristic X-ray counts of element A and B in the
defined energy window. Thus, in our materials system, the Eq. (5.3) is rewritten:

PO
PSi

= k
IO
ISi

(5.4)

As the composition of pristine SiO2 substrate is fixed and known, we can use this
standard EDX spectra to calculate k factor in Eq. (5.4). To get the absolute char-
acteristic X-rays counts, the continuous bremsstrahlung background which follows
the Kramers’ Law should be considered. For the Si-K peak, we compare original
counts with background-corrected one in a number of SiO2 EDX spectra and re-
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gard that it is reasonable to ignore this background since only a error of less than
2% is generated. However, the case in O-K background correction is a little com-
plicated. The background based on Kramers’ Law should have a steep continuous
increase at low energy scale (less than 1 or 1.5 Kev) when the energy towards
zero. Actually, in experiment this tendency can not be observed and instead the
background drop down to zero very fast due to low collection/processing efficiency
of the detector at low energy scale. Although the O-K background evaluation is
difficult, we believe that it is still rational to ignore this background since it should
be smaller than the Si-K background we neglected above. 30 EDX spectra from
SiO2 substrate is employed to calculate the k factor and it is 2.95 with a deviation
of 0.10. As these spectra is obtained in different local area in sample, only the
thickness effect (the Si-K counts is in direct proportion to the O-K counts ) can
be observed. Based on this k factor, the x value in pristine SRSO (SiOx) sample
is calculated to be 1.5. Similarly, thickness effect can be observed in a number of
SRSO EDX spectra.

5.3 The description of model and simulation

Stimulated by the evidence of SiO2 from FTIR and XPS mentioned before, the
decomposition of SRSO is regarded as the formation of Si and SiO2 that follows
the Eq. (5.1). This is the complete phase separation. Although the shape of nc-
Si particle in real system is not perfectly spherical, the simplification of geometry
factor is considered and the model used here assumes the Si core is a sphere and the
SiO2 works as a shell with homogeneous thickness attached at the nc-Si surface.
In other words, Eq. (5.1) indicates a certain volume SiOx transforms into a Si core
surrounded by a SiO2 shell. This equation reflects the stoichiometry in its simplest
way completely ignoring, however, any volume changes that might be involved in
the reaction. The molar density of these three components is considered. And the
correlated symbols and values are listed in table 5.1.

The basic assumption then is that no material is lost during the reaction, i.e. that
the number of Si-atoms and O-atoms is unchanged. Based on the conservation of
Si and O atoms in Eq. (5.1), we have

R3
xρx = R3

SiρSi + (R3
2 −R3

Si)ρ2 (5.5)
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Table 5.1: A list of symbols for derivation in core shell model structure and
their meaning

Symbol meaning values
ρx mol. density of SiOx 2.9 · 1022cm−3

ρSi mol. density of Si 5 · 1022cm−3

ρ2 mol. density of SiO2 2.65 · 1022cm−3

Rx radius of transformed SiOx sphere -
RSi radius of Si core -
R2 radius of SiO2 shell around Si core -

x ·R3
xρx = 2 · (R3

2 −R3
Si)ρ2 (5.6)

yielding
RSi = (2− x

2
ρx
ρSi

)1/3Rx (5.7)

R2 = (1 + ρSi
ρ2

1
2/x− 1)1/3RSi = (x2 + 2− x

2
ρ2

ρSi
)1/3Rx (5.8)

The simulation is running under the environment of Software Digital Micrograph
with an encoded script. Random number is employed to define the position of each
particle in 3D samples. The generation of nc-Si core and SiO2 follows the histogram
concerning of the particle number as a function of diameter in experiment. At the
beginning, the molecular density, the composition of SiOx, sample size and sample
thickness can be set. In the end, the 2D projections of Si and O 3D samples are
obtained and a 2D histogram that describes the dependence of the number of O
atoms on the number of Si atoms will be displayed.

It should be noted that after this core shell model simulation, some rest unreacted
SRSO volume is still left. Because we would like to know if all the SRSO volume
are consumed or not, we make the further simulation in which the experimen-
tal histograms indicating nc-Si particles are upscaled such that the entire SRSO
is decomposed into nc-Si and SiO2 and the stoichiometry is preserved for good
comparison.
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5.4 Results

5.4.1 HRTEM investigation for nc-Si particle and its
surrounding materials

Figure 5.2: (a). Typical HRTEM image for nc-Si particle embedded in amor-
phous silicon oxide matrix: the magnified images for nc-Si particle (b) and
matrix (c); (d) HRTEM image of SRSO/SiO2 interface (white dashed line) from
pristine samples.

The HRTEM image for one typical nc-Si particle and its surrounding environment
is presented in Fig. 5.2(a). The Si nanocrystal with the typical (111) indices
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of crystal face can be clearly observed in the magnified one in Fig. 5.2(b) and
the interface between it and its surrounding amorphous matrix magnified in Fig.
5.2(c) can be distinguished. It can be observed that only from HRTEM results the
amorphous matrix surrounds nc-Si is homogeneous and does not show a second
phase. In contrast, we also show the HRTEM image of SRSO/SiO2 interface (white
dashed line) from pristine samples in Fig. 5.2(d). Here the structural difference
between SRSO and SiO2 is quite weak but still can be observed. This may also
support that the amorphous matrix in Fig. 5.2(c) is a single phase and it should
be SiO2 or SiOx+y described in Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2). However, the chemistry
of matrix can not be determined here.

It should be noted that the reaction involved in Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2) implies
the complete SRSO consumption. However, unreacted SRSO, which can be the
second phase mentioned above, may still exist in laser irradiated samples after
reaction. And the reason that HRTEM can not detect the second phase may stem
from two aspects: 1. The weak heterogeneity between SRSO and SiO2/SiOx+y

can not provide good contrast; 2. The SiO2/SiOx+y immersed in the SRSO matrix
and its thickness is too small in comparison with that of the sample, which can not
provide the significant signal for imaging. Preparing a much thinner TEM sample
may be expected to be good solution for the contrast improvement and while the
internal nano-structures damage during deep thinning process is still a challenge.

5.4.2 EELS spectrum imaging of nc-Si particles and their
amorphous matrix

In contrast to HRTEM imaging, EELS spectrum imaging has an advantage of
lattice fringe independence. It means that no matter nc-Si or a-Si particle is
formed in SRSO sample, it can be detected with the Si plasmon peak. On the
other hand, EELS spectrum imaging can image those nc-Si particles which can
not be detected by HCDF due to out of diffraction. The energy loss spectrum can
be divided into three regions with different ranges of energy loss: zero loss, low
loss and high loss. The zero loss stems from electrons that are scattered elastically
by sample or transmitted electrons without any energy loss; The low loss, which
we are interested in this paper, is dominated by the absorption concerning of band
gap (0-10 ev) and the energy loss in the plasmon peak (10-50 ev) that describes
the excitation of collective vibrations of valence electrons in sample; the high loss
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Figure 5.3: Reference EEL spectra obtained from pristine SiOx on a SiO2 sub-
strate and crystalline silicon. Sample thickness was similar to the case of cw
laser irradiated materials. For silicon, the pronounced plasmon peak at 16.8 ev
is observed whereas SiOx and SiO2 both show a broad plasmon signal with max-
ima at about 20.6 ev and 22.4 ev, respectively. Note the considerably different
spectra in the low energy range (4-10 ev)

with weak signal is due to inner shell ionization of atom (ie. the Si K-edge at 99
ev and O K-edge at 521 ev). To characterize the Si based materials, the low loss
part in EELS is usually employed and reported in literatures [92], because they
are two distinguishable plasmon peaks that represent the Si and SiO2 components
respectively. Here we present the EELS spectra of Si from crystalline Si sample,
SiOx and SiO2 from pristine sample in Fig. 5.3. The pronounced Si plasmon loss
peak is centered at 16.8 ev while SiOx and SiO2 both show a broad plasmon signal
centered at about 20.6 eV and 22.4 ev, which is comparable to the other literatures
[166, 167, 92].

EELS spectrum image is collected to reflect the chemical distribution of the nc-
Si particle and its surrounding. As presented in Fig. 5.4, STEM-ADF image
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is firstly obtained to display different regions (porous, nc-Si and SiO2) in CW
laser irradiated SRSO sample. The green box indicates the region of the spectrum
image (nc-Si region in the center of sample) and the region used for drift correction
is marked by the yellow box. We tried to use the spectra in Fig. 5.3 to fit
with the EELS spectrum and the fitting results with the combination of Si and
SiOx is not good. However, the combination of Si and SiO2 fits quite well with
the spectrum imaging results. The deconvolution result from Si plasmon peak
presented in Fig. 5.4(b) shows that Si nanoparticles are embedded in a background.
The SiO2 deconvolution result in Fig. 5.4(c) displays that the black particles are
corresponding to Si and the SiO2 works as the background. Thus, it is concluded
this surrounding matrix of Si nanoparticles is SiO2 qualitatively.

Figure 5.4: (a). ADF image showing the region of the spectrum image (green
box) and the region used for drift correction (yellow box); Results of deconvo-
lution: (b) Spatial distribution of the fraction a of Si plasmons and (c) fraction
of SiO2.

5.4.3 HCDF and particle analysis

The HCDF mode is employed to image the nc-Si particles in an amorphous back-
ground with a point spatial resolution of about 1 nm. We compare the application
of bright field TEM imaging (BF), normal dark field imaging(DF) and HCDF for
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Figure 5.5: The comparison of the images for the center part of the same
irradiated SRSO films by different techniques: (a) Bright field imaging (BF); (b)
Dark field imaging (DF) and (c) Hollow cone dark field TEM imaging (HCDF).
Three inhomogeneous regions called porous, nc-Si and substrate is presented
from top to bottom. In contrast to BF and DF, the advantages of HCDF are
clearly seen here that more nc-Si particles with high contrast in an amorphous
background are visible and the SRSO/substrate interface is clearly distinguished.

the center part of the same irradiated SRSO sample as presented in Fig. 5.5. In
consist with the previous study, three visible regions namely porous, nc-Si and
substrate region can be distinguished from top to bottom in samples. The BF
image in Fig. 5.5(a) displays high contrast of porous region while the contrast
of nc-Si particle (dark spot) is quite low because of its less scattering, and the
nc-Si region/substrate interface is clearly observed. The DF image in Fig. 5.5(b)
shows weak contrast for porous region and the high contrast of a few nc-Si par-
ticles in amorphous background can be obtained. In contrast to DF image, the
HCDF image preform a number of advantages especially in nc-Si region: 1). more
nc-Si particles with high contrast are visible which is very meaningful to the size
distribution of particles in statistics; 2). the nc-Si region/substrate interface is ap-
parently distinguished, as a consequence, the BF image is not required to calibrate
the interface position which can not be determined accurately in DF image. The
HCDF image of cross sectional CW laser irradiated sample is presented in Fig.
5.5(c). Similar to the previous study [89], the sample has three well-distinguished
parts from top to bottom (porous, nc-Si and SiO2 substrate) and the nc-Si part
is focused on. Here we select three areas labelled with A, B and C in Fig. 5.6(a)
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Figure 5.6: (a). HCDF image for the cross sectional TEM sample and three
parts (porous, nc-Si, SiO2) are observed: Three selected areas (A, B and C) are
employed for particle analysis and the corresponding histogram is presented in
(b).

with the equal space to guarantee the homogeneity of sampling for statistis and
the SiO2 images are used for background correction of A, B and C.

The software ImageJ with an automation procedure for particle analysis is used.
Because the spatial resolution of HCDF is 1 nm and the size of the minimum
nano particle in SiO2 matrix mentioned in literatures is about 1.2 nm [88, 90], the
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detectable size of particle is set as 2 nm in software ImageJ. The particles with
the circularity from 0.1 to 1.0 are included and the ones at the edge of the selected
region are excluded for analysis. The fraction histogram of nc-Si particle with size
in area A, B and C is presented in Fig. 5.6(b). It can be seen that the fraction of
particles in area A is apparently higher than that in area B and C. In particular,
area A have almost 10% of particles with a diameter of 18 nm which area B and
C do not have. For smaller particles, the fraction of ones with a diameter of 2 nm
is quite close (40-45%) in these three areas while the fraction of ones with size of
4 nm increase from area A to C.

5.4.4 The comparison between EDX experiment and
simulation
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Figure 5.7: The comparison between EDX experimental data and EDX simula-
tion based on core shell model. In contrast to area B and C, the compositional
fluctuation range of area A is higher than than that of area B and C. The
simulation results agree well with experimental ones.

The EDX spectra is also collected in area A, B and C. The energy window for O-K
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Figure 5.8: The comparison between EDX experimental data and EDX simula-
tion that all SRSO is decomposed into nc-Si particle and SiO2. The fluctuation
range of simulation results is much higher than that of experimental ones.

characteristic X-rays is from 0.42 to 0.62 Kev and the one for Si-K is from 1.62 to
1.84 Kev. The superposition of X-rays counts in these energy windows is used for
quantitative EDX analysis. In order to reflect the local composition directly, the O-
K counts should be calibrated with the multiplication by k factor. The error bar of
X-ray counts is its square root. The correlated results that describes the calibrated
O-K counts as a function of Si-K counts are displayed in Fig. 5.7. As mentioned in
the experimental section, two dashed lines that represent the SiO2 and SRSO from
the pristine sample are also drawn for comparison. It is clearly observed that the
data points locate at three different ranges, which is corresponding to three areas
A, B and C. The most interesting stuff is the fluctuation of data points around
the SRSO dashed line. In contrast to area A, another interesting phenomenon is
that the amplitude of fluctuation in area C is low.

In order to understand this fluctuation, core shell simulation is firstly made. It
should be noted that the sample thickness set in simulation is calibrated from
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the average Si-K counts in three areas of sample. The corresponding simulation
results are also presented in Fig. 5.7. It can be seen that the simulation result
agrees well with the experimental one. Another simulation in which all SRSO
is consumed to form nc-Si particle and SiO2 is also made and the corresponding
results are presented in Fig. 5.8. The fluctuation range is much larger than
that of experimental, in special the range below SRSO ref. dashed line. It can
be concluded that only from EDX results Si core SiO2 shell model is proposed
to illustrate the microstructure of nc-Si particle and its surrounding amorphous
matrix.

5.5 Discussion

Before we start the section, the most important points and conclusions are firstly
summarized.

1. HRTEM results indicates that matrix arround nc-Si particle is homogeneous
and any second amorphous phase can not be detected here. And this observation
consists with the phase separation reaction in Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.2).

2. EELS analysis qualitatively reflects that Si nanoparticles are embedded in
amorphous SiO2 matrix.

3. HCDF imaging performs the dominated advantage in particle analysis. The
comparison among area A, B and C in Fig. illustrates that the fraction of larger
particles in area A is much higher than that in area B and C.

4. The comparison between EDX experiment and simulation states that Si core
SiO2 shell model is proposed to reflect the corresponding microstructure.

Due to the weak heterogeneity between SRSO and SiO2, it is difficult for HRTEM
to provide the chemistry of amorphous matrix. EELS analysis reports that this
matrix is SiO2 qualitatively, which confirms that the Si-SiO2 nanoscopic phase
separation occurs in our materials system. However, the limitation of EELS should
be noted. As presented in Fig. 5.3, there is a small energy dirft about 2 ev between
SRSO and SRSO, but this difference is quite weak. We can not find any literatures
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concerning of EELS that describe the plasmonic peak position as a function of
x value of SiOx, in special some intermediate states between SiO1.5 and SiO2.
Although SRSO can be decomposed into Si and SiO2, the low loss region in EELS
of SRSO can not be regarded as the superposition of that of Si and SiO2, which
has been also confirmed by the state of art sub-nanometer electron diffraction
[53]. Thus, the plasmonic peak in EELS may not accurately reflect the chemistry
information of amorphous matrix while the qualitative conslusion concerning of
matrix composition is still available.

Instead, EDX, which directly measures the local composition, can supply quanti-
tative chemistry information. The agreement between experiments and core shell
simulation also supports the nanoscopic phase separation. The fluctuation range
in area A is higher than that in area B and C, the main reason stems from bigger
fraction of larger particles in area A. As EDX measures the average composition
along Z direction of sample and the fluctuation range is more sensitive to the larger
particles.

The connection between EELS and EDX results is discussed as follows. It should
be noted that there is some unreacted SRSO parts left after core shell model simu-
lation. However, these parts can not be observed in EELS results. The possible
reason is that they are also decomposed into Si and SiO2 and the nc-Si generated is
quite small which can not give apparent contribution to fluctuation range in EDX.
In other words, EDX may not distinguish small particle embedded in sample from
SRSO sample. Another evidence that supports this is that HCDF imaging under-
estimates the number of particles in contrast to EELS spectrum imaging. Becasue
some of particles in special small ones, which are out of diffraction in HCDF, can
not be displayed and instead they can be imaged by EELS.

5.6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we employ a series of TEM correlated techniques like HCDF,
HRTEM, EELS and EDX to investigate the phase separation in CW laser ir-
radiated substrate bound SRSO samples. The macroscopic phase separation in
CW laser irradiated SRSO films can not be evidenced by our previous study,
which switches our focus to the Si-SiO2 at nanoscale. The HRTEM technique
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with a spatial resolution of 0.19 nm indicates the amorphous matrix around nc-
Si particles is homogeneous. EELS and EDX analysis conclude that the Si-SiO2

nanoscopic phase separation occurs in our materials system. Future work can be
expected in the model refinement for EDX simulation.





6 General discussion and Summary

In this thesis, silicon rich silicon oxide (SRSO) is irradiated by continuous wave
laser and its related optical and structural properties are systematically studied
by a series of characterization methods: AFM, micro-Raman, micro-PL, HCDF,
HRTEM, EDX and EELS. The thesis intends to give one comprehensive under-
standing of the microstructures in CW laser irradiated SRSO samples and related
kinetics of materials. The content of chapter 1 to 5 will be summarized as follows.

Chapter 1, as the introduction of this thesis, firstly describes some basic know-
ledge in this field. For instance, difficult situations of silicon photonics concerning
of light emission efficiency and they potential reasons are indicated. After that,
the initial experimental results on room-temperature photoluminescence (RT PL)
based on porous silicon is shortly presented and the concept of quantum confine-
ment (QC) effect is introduced to understand the RT PL. And the reasons we select
silicon nanocrystals embedded in SiO2 not porous silicon or other low dimensional
silicon systems are explained. Except for QC, other PL mechanisms proposed by
researchers are also mentioned. As SRSO is the main precursor to obtain nc-Si
particles in this thesis, the stuctures and properties of SRSO are shortly reviewed.
Since CW laser irradiation is the dominated fabrication method, some knowledge
of light solid interactions is presented. An overview of different characterization
methods in both literature and this thesis is shown. Secondly, selected typical
investigations on micro-structural evolution in SRSO samples by annealing is re-
viewed. Thermal annealing is the usual way to induce Si-SiO2 phase separation
in SRSO, however, its limitation in coupling Si photonics with Si electronics is
apparent. Instead, laser annealing performs great advantages for this. The time
scale of nc-Si particles generation for these two methods is different (1h for thermal
annealing, 20 ms for laser annealing), which draw our focus on the microstructural
evolution of irradiated SRSO samples. Especially, a recent study on macroscopic
Si-SiO2 phase separation by CW laser annealing stimulated us to give a com-
prehensive study on related microstructures by advanced TEM methods. At the
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end of this chapter, main contributions of our work are stated and their related
physical meansing is discussed, which also provides a guide to the content of main
chapters in the thesis.

Chapter 2, as a preliminary study of optical and structural properties, intends
to provide the overall information of samples. The association of micro-PL with
micro-Raman basically indicates the potential components (a-Si, nc-Si particle)
that are responsible to the luminescence. And spatially resolved microstructure by
HCDF imaging is initially presented. In addition, we have shown that a damage-
free laser irradiation can be obtained in substrate-bound SRSO samples by opti-
mized parameters.

Chapter 3 and 4 mainly focus on the formation of porous silion oxide mentioned
in chapter 2. The kinetics process of porous are studied from several evidences in
variation of parameters like laser intensity, irradiation time. TEM tomography and
EDX mapping indicates that these structures have the porous character. Further
EDX and EELS investigations show that porous structure is chemically close to
SiO2 in a qualitative way. The systematical analysis of TEM evidence in formation
of porous indicates the related kinetics as follows: (a). silicon nanocrystals is
preformed; (b) ripening effect dominates the following nc-Si growth; (c) intensive
light absorption in nc-Si leads to the depletion of nc-Si and after that the sponge-
like SiO2 network is formed.

Chapter 5 mainly investigates the phase separation process in SRSO concerning
of the formation of nc-Si particles. Our results can not provide the evidence of
macroscopic phase separation in previous study. The EELS results, quantitative
EDX study combined with simulation indicate that nanoscopic Si-SiO2 mainly oc-
curs in our materials system. This study expand EDX to a new way to investigate
the phase separation in irradiated SRSO samples.

This thesis has explored almost all the microstructures formed in CW laser ir-
radiated SRSO samples mainly based on the advanced characterization methods
like TEM and the related techniques. Future work can be expected in several as-
pects as follows: 1) the internal relationship between different microstructures (ie.
porous and nc-Si) is worth to be studied and some unknown kinetics process may
be probed by in-situ TEM investigation during laser irradiation; 2) the potential
properties of porous silicon oxide should be interesting (ie. application in wave-
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guides) and laser induced porous may provide a accurate way of structure control
in contrast to normal chemically etching methods; 3) structure models for EDX
simulation can be refined based on experimental data and a model that approaches
the real system is supposed.
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